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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem.-- The purpose of this 
study is to consider the nature of the relationship of 
science interest to an understanding of physical science 
principles. The study involves the construction of a 
physical science test and the construction of an interest 
inventory. These instruments will be designed for use at 
the sixth grade level. 
Justification of the problem.-- The grade placement 
of physical science principles is a continuing study which 
has been undertaken in Boston University School of 
Education under the direction of Dr. John G. Read. The 
purpose of the study has been to determine the best modal 
mental age level at which to teach various physical sci-
ence principles. To this end, the several investigators 
prepared a lecture-demonstration and a physical science 
test for each principle. 
None of the many separate science tests has been 
combined into a single instrument and tried with children. 
The writer, therefore, decided to try to develop a valid 
-1-
Boston Unfvers1~\ 
School o:f Eduoatioii, 
LibrarYJ _.,.,. 
test of science understandings from the test items in the 
following master's studies: 
1. Jackman, Robert H., The Determination for the 
Modal A~e Level for the Grades IV and VI of the 
Difficu ty of the Principle: A Body at Rest 
Remains at Rest and a Bod in Motion Continues 
t 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
2 
6. 
oston 
7. Mills, Norman G., The Determination for the Modal 
Age Level for Grades Eisht and Ten of the Diffi-
culty of the Science PrJ.:nciKle that Substances 
Dissolved in Water Change t e Freezins and Boil-
ins Points, ~npublished Mas7er's Thes1s, Boston 
Un1versity School of Educat1on, 1952. 
8. 
9. Parkes, John B., the 
10. 
3 
11. Pooler, Robert L., Determination for the Modal Age 
Level for the Grades IV and VI of the Difficulty 
of the Principle: "The More Rapid the Vibrations 
of a bod~, the Higher is the Pitch of the Note 
Emittedy it," Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston Un1versity School of Education, 1954. 
12. 
Resistance to Motion Takes Place, Which Results 
in the Production of Heat, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 
1954. 
13. Silluzio, 
Modal A'e 
ed 
4 
The majority of these theses considered the relation-
ship of I.Q. to achievement and concluded generally tha t 
achievement was correlated more closely with mental age 
than with I.Q. However, none of the studies considered 
the problem of interest as related to achievement. There-
fore, this writer further determined to construct a simple 
interest inventory which might aid in clarifying this 
problem. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
1. Findings of the Investigators 
The physical science principles.-- The physical sci-
ence principles which were used in the studies listed in 
1/ 
Chapter I were taken from a list devised by Robertson.-
The principles are considered suitable for presentation 
in the elementary school. 
The findings of the thirteen investigators will now 
be considered. Note that most investigators, because of 
the small size of their samples, were cautious about grade 
placement recommendations. 
2/ 
The Jackman study~-- Jackman dealt with the prin-
ciple concerning inertia at grades four and six. He did 
not perform an item analysis on his test of twenty items. 
Their selection was subject to the judgement of a group of 
in-service science teachers. The conclusions of the study 
were inconclusive regarding the best modal mental age level 
1/Martin L. Robertson, "Selection of Science Principles 
~uitable as Goals of Instruction in the Elementary School," 
Science Education (April, 1935), 19:65-70. 
~/Jackman, op. cit., pp. 102-103, passim. 
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at which to teach the principle. The findings indicated 
that the children's test scores correlated more closely 
with mental age rather than I. Q. It was determined that 
learning took place as a result of the demonstration, and 
that the better scores will be achieved by the mentally 
older pupil, regardless of brightness. 
1/ 
The Kelley study7-- Kelley dealt with the principle 
concerning the cause of wind and weather chang~ at grades 
four and six. He performed an item analysis on his test 
6 
of twenty-eight items and discarded six items. The conclu-
sions of the study were inconclusive regarding the best 
modal mental age at which to t each the principle. The 
findings indicated that the children's test scores cor -
related more closely with mental age rather than with I.Q. 
It was determined that learning took place as a result of 
the demonstration, and tha t the better scores will be 
achieved by the mentally older pupil, regardless of bright-
ness. 
2/ 
The Lambert study7-- Lambert dealt with the principle 
concerning the nature of liquid to seek its own level. Hi s 
study was conducted in grades four and six. He conducted 
an item analysis on his test of twenty-five items and 
1/Kelley, op. cit., pp. 87, 102-103, passim. 
2/Lambert, op. cit., p. 81. 
discarded eleven items. Inasmuch as the study did not 
attempt to determine the best modal mental age level, the 
conclusions were inconclusive concerning mental age. The 
1/ 
7 
author felt that:- " ..•. a good demonstration and a reli-
able test to help determine the probable grade place-
ment .... 11 resulted. 
2/ 
The Lougheed study~-- Lougheed dealt with the prin-
ciple concerning vibration and pitch. His study was con-
ducted in grades four and six. He performed an item 
analysis on his test of thirty items and discarded four 
items. The conclusions of the study indicated that the 
principle was too difficult for the fourth grade but might 
be learned at the sixth grade. Learning took place as a 
result of the demonstration. The investigator felt that 
the sixth grade pupils knew more concerning the principle 
before the demonstration was given than the fourth grade 
pupils knew after seeing it. No correlations were made 
with I.Q. or mental age. 
3/ 
The Marden study~-- Marden dealt with the principle 
concerning displacement of objects immersed or floating in 
liquid. His study was conducted in grades six and eight. 
1/ Ibid. , p. 90. 
~/Lougheed, OE· cit., pp. 83-84, 93, Eassim. 
]./Mar den, OE· cit., pp. 68, 103-104, Eassim. 
8 
An item analysis was not conducted, but the selections of 
items were subject to the judgment of a group of in-service 
science teachers. The conclusions of the study indicated 
that the eighth grade was the most probable place to teach 
1/ 
the principle, although:- "The lower grade [sixth] was 
very susceptible to learning i n this principle." Learning 
took place as a result of the demonstration. 
2/ 
The McWeeney study~-- McWeeney dealt with the prin-
ciple concerning heat as a result of friction. His study 
was conducted in grades four and six. He conducted an item 
analysis on his test of thirty items and discarded eighteen 
items. The conclusions of the study were significant in 
that the results showed that the principle was too diffi-
cult for both the fourth and sixth grades. A reliability 
coefficient of .77 was obtained for the science test. 
3/ 
The Mills study~-- Mills dealt with the principle con-
cerning the changing of the freezing and boiling points of 
water because of substances dissolved in it. His study was 
conducted in grades eight and ten. An item analysis was 
conducted on the test of twenty-eight items and eight items 
were discarded. No significant data in relation to the 
TTIDia., p. m. 
2/McWeeney, op. cit., pp. 79, 83-84. 
3/Mills, op. cit., p. 153. 
best grade level at which to teach the principle were ob-
1/ 
tained, although the writer felt that:- " .... the results 
seemed to indicate for these classes in the eighth and 
tenth grades that both grades may learn equally as much 
from this principle by this lecture-demonstration." 
2/ 
9 
The Parfitt study~-- Parfitt dealt with the principle 
concerning resistance to an electric current's producing 
heat and light. The study was conducted in grades seven 
and nine. Parfitt performed an item analysis on his test 
of thirty items and discarded twelve items. The analysis 
3/ 
of data indicated that:- "A fairly safe assumption would 
be that this principle may be presented in the last half 
of the ninth grade with satisfactory results." 
4/ 
The Parkes study~-- Parkes dealt with the principle 
concerning a shadow being cast behind an opaque object when 
it intercepts rays of radiant energy. His study was con-
ducted in grades six and eight. He performed an item 
analysis on his test of twenty-six items. Thirteen items 
were eliminated. The conclusions showed that the principle 
was too difficult for both the sixth and eighth grades, 
1/ !bid. ' p. 124. 
~/Parfitt, op. cit., p. 80. 
3/Ibid., p. 85. 
4/Parkes, op. cit., pp. 77, 82. 
10 
although it was conceded that the small population sampled 
was not enough to call the conclusion definitive. 
1/ 
The Perkins study~-~ Perkins dealt with the principle 
concerning momentum, and worked with the fourth and sixth 
grades. An item analysis eliminated fifteen items from a 
test of twenty-six items. The results indicated that the 
principle should be taught at the sixth grade rather than 
the fourth grade, although the evidence was not signifi-
cant enough to justify the exact grade level at which to 
teach the principle. It was determined that learning 
took place as a result of the demonstration, but the amount 
was not significant. 
2/ 
The Pooler study~-- Pooler dealt with the principle 
concerning vibration and pitch. He conducted his study 
in grades four and six. An item analysis on an original 
test of twenty-five items eliminated fourteen items. The 
conclusions indicated a reliability for the test at the 
sixth grade level of .95 , and that the sixth grade had a 
better gra sp of the test items. Pooler concluded that 
this princi ple probably· should be taught at the sixth 
grade level. 
1/Perkins, op. cit., pp. 74, 82-83. 
~/Pooler, op. cit., pp. 83, 91. 
11 
1/ 
The Sahlberg study~-- Sahlberg dealt with the prin-
ciple concerning heat as a result of friction. The study 
was conducted on grades five through nine. This was a 
saturation study of a whole school. Sahlberg performed 
an item analysis in which he eliminated eleven items from 
his original test of twenty items. He concluded that be-
cause of the lack of criteria determining significant 
learning, it could not be ascertained whether any of the 
grades learned the principle. The study indicated, how-
ever, that ' the principle on friction can be taught with 
equal success in grades five through nine. 
2/ 
The Silluzio study~-- Silluzio dealt with the prin-
ciple concerning compression of gases, and worked with 
grades five and seven. An item analysis was conducted on 
a test of twenty-seven items, but no indication was made 
as to the writer's decision to eliminate any items. He 
indicated that the item analysis was merely for the pur-
pose of guiding future experiments. The conclusions 
pointed out that the principle was most easily understood 
in the seventh grade, and that no definite conclusion 
could be made until a larger sampling is studied. 
1/Sahlberg, op. cit., pp. 104, 110. 
2/Silluzio, op. cit., pp. 121-127. 
12 
Summary of the findings.-- The writer wishes to point 
out that since the items for his physical science test are 
to be drawn from the tests which were constructed, it is 
important to note that with the exception of two studies, 
the tests were validated by an item analysis. The Jackman 
and Marden studies did not entail an item analysis, but 
the selection of items was subject to the judgment of a 
group of in-service science teachers. The studies which 
were conducted on grade levels above the sixth will also 
be used in the writer's physical science test. This will 
be described in Chapter III. 
2. Children's Interests 
The imEortance of interest.-- Many educators recog-
nize the importance of children's interests as one of the 
1/ 
psychological bases of learning. Lee and Lee write: 
"The use of interest for education has been a 
center of controversy for many years. Before its 
introduction the educational leaders had selected 
subject-matter on the basis of what they believed 
the child should know when he grew up. He was sup-
posed to sit and learn this by direct effort and 
force of will, and the harder it was for him the 
better training he received. The advocates of the 
use of interest believe that learning based on 
interest is more rapid, more efficient, and has many 
valuable concomitants. These two viewpoints have 
persisted, with varying emphasis, up to the present, 
with the doctrine of the use of interest gaining 
ground at an increasing rate." 
!/Murray J. Lee and Doris May Lee, The Child and his Cur-
riculum , Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1950, p. 137. 
13 
1/ 
John Dewey states: "It [interest] is the sole guarantee 
of attention." Few will deny t he importance of attention 
2/ 
in the educative process, and Wel l s clearly says that:-
"Elementary pupil s will learn only to the extent to which 
they are interested." 
Interest and science education.-- Science in the 
elementary school should not depend on inflexible courses 
of study or units of instruction. The interaction of the 
children's interests and experi ence wi th the critical 
values of the teacher should play a major role in determin-
3/ 
ing the science curriculum.-
The ability of sixth grade students.-- The relation-
ship of interest to the abili ty of sixth graders i s given 
4/ 
by l.Jells:-
" .... the intelligent s ixth grade students can 
handle almost any science presentation in which they 
are interested. They can work out projects equal in 
difficulty to those of the junior high school , if 
they choose to do so. The determining fac t or i s 
i nterest; and if the mature elementary student is 
fascinated by a science problem, he can go far indeed." 
!/John E. Dewey , Interest and Effort in Education, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1931, p. 1. 
2/Harrington Wells, Elementary Science Education in 
American Public Schools, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, 1951, p. 23. 
3/Adapted from Gerald S. Craig, Science for the Elementary 
~chool Teacher, Ginn and Company, New York, 1947, p. 30. 
4/Wells, op. cit., p. 126 . 
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The inference he.re is that interest is a related 
factor to science understanding, regardless of whether or 
not the child meets a science problem in school. 
Physical science principles in the elementary school.--
Children's interest as a justification for including 
physical science in the elementary school is given by 
1/ 
Ragan: 
"Children's questions in science cover a wide 
range of interests, relating to astronomy, biology, 
chemistry, geology, and physics. Hence it is no 
longer necessary or advisable to confine the work 
in the lower grades to aspects of biological science." 
The need for interest studies.-- The need for teachers 
to study the interests of their children is also stated 
2/ 
by Ragan:-
"Since learning is more rapid and more lasting 
and has more valuable concomitants when it is based 
on pupil interest, and since teachers have a respon-
sibility for helping pupils develop more worthwhile 
interests, it follows that teachers need to be con-
cerned with procedures for evaluating the interests 
of the pupils." 
3/ 
A recent interest study.-- Ghiorse- studied the inter-
ests of 600 pupils in grades four through eight in 1953. It 
1/William B. Ragan, Modern Elementary Curriculum, The Dryden 
Press, Inc., New York, 1953, p. 368. 
~/Ibid., p. 496. 
3/Marie K. Ghiorse, et. al., A Survey of Children's Inter-
est from Grade IV Through Grade VIII in the Fields of Active 
Recreation, Entertainment, Readin , School Sub"ects , and 
Vocat~ons, Unpu ~s e Master s es~s, Boston n~vers~ty 
School of Education, 1953. 
15 
was found that boys of all age groups are interested in 
mechanical things, which is part of a science area. 
Ghiorse's findings which specifically related to science 
1/ 
are: 
"There is a scattered interest in .... science .... 
Girls in all age groups, except 15, indicate a lack 
of interest in science .... Science is disliked by four 
groups .... [which groups were not noted]." 
Ghiorse classified science into ten categories on the 
interest inventory. The final tabulations, however, con -
sidered these categories as a whole, and did not indicate 
the interests within the science area. 
Limitations of children's interests.-- It has been 
shown that children's interests are important in that many 
educators believe that they contribute directly to learning. 
However, it is important that we recognize the limitations 
2/ 
of these interests as well. Travers makes a conclusion:-
"Research points to the conclusion that, among 
adolescents and younger chi ldren, expressed inter-
ests tend to be transitory, and thus the fact that 
an activity is described today by such an individual 
as liked provides little basis for predicting whether 
it will be liked tomorrow." 
While the extent of this concept apparently has not 
been fully investigated, it is worthwhile at least tha t we 
1/!bid., pp. 143, 147. 
2/Robert M. W. Travers, Educational Measurement, The 
MacMillan Company, New York, 1955, pp. 291-2. 
realize that discovering children's interests is not a 
panacea for the weakness in education. 
3. Evaluating Interests 
16 
The major problem.-- There are various types of tech-
1/ . 
niques for evaluating interest, but:- "The outstanding 
problem in the field continues to be that of validity." 
To this writer's knowledge, no practical means have been 
discovered for the validation of interest inventories other 
than many follow-up interviews. 
Methods of evaluation.-- Children's interests may be 
evaluated in several ways. Through actual observation of 
children's activities, teachers and parents can obtain a 
2/ 
general idea of children's interests. However:- "Most 
interest tests in use today are of the inventory type. 
Lists of items are presented and responses of liking, dis-
liking, or preferences are elicited." 
The principle for the construction of the interest 
3/ 
inventory comes from Herring:-
1/Saul B. Sells, "25 Years of Educational Research," 
~eview of Educational Research (June, 1956), 36:279. 
2/Iolalter S. Monroe (Editor), Enc~clo;eedia of Educational 
~esearch (Revised Edition), The acMillan Company, New 
York, 1950, p. 1308. 
3/John P. Herring, "Measurement of Liking and Disliking," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, (March, 1930), 21:169. 
17 
"It is assumed that children's choices between 
paired stimuli are a better criterion than the judg-
ment of adults who observe the behavior of l iking or 
disliking." 
The construction of the interest inventory will be 
discussed in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF PROCEDURE 
1. Construction of the Interest Inventory 
The selection of subjects.-- The choice of subjects 
to be paired in the interest inventory was a subjective 
one. The writer believed it desirable to construct an in-
ventory which would show a degree of science interest in 
relation to other school subjects rather than constructing 
one which merely asks the child, "Do you like science?" 
The following subjects were selected by the writer 
and approved by a group of in-service science teachers: 
(1) Science; (2) Art ; (3) Music ; (4) Arithmetic ; (5) People 
and Countries; (6) History ; (7) Sports; (8) Reading. 
1/ 
The pairing requirement.-- According to Frutchey:-
"A list of activities or topics is set up so 
that each activity or topic is compared with every 
other one. The person being sampled has the choice 
between every activity compared with every other 
activity." 
1/F.P. Frutchey, "Collecting Evidences of Children's 
!>references," Educational Research Bulletin (October, 1935), 
14:173-178. 
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This may be accomplished mathematically using the 
1/ 
following formula for the eight activities;-
"N is the number of activities 
N(N-1) = 8(8-1) = 
2 2 56 = 28" T 
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Therefore, twenty-eight pairs of items must be in the 
inventory check list. 
The arrangement .of the items.-- The writer used the 
following method of arranging the items to insure tha t 
each item was matched with every other item. Figure 1 
explains the matching process; 
A 
B 
A. 
B. 1 
c. 8 2 
D. 14 9 3 
E. 19 15 10 4 
F. 23 20 16 11 5 
G. 26 24 21 17 12 6 
H. 28 27 25 22 18 13 7 
A. B. c. D. E. F. G. H. 
-
Science C -Music E - People and Countries G - Sports 
- Art D - Ari.thmetic F - History H - Reading 
Figure 1. Arrangement of the Eight Subjects Resulting 
in Equal-Matching and Inventory Item Sequence 
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The form of the inventory.-- After the items were 
equally matched once with each other and the numerical 
sequence established (See above figure), the inventory was 
set on a single sheet, upon which a child could easily 
1/ 
check his preferences.- The inventory was entitled "Which 
Do You Like Best ?" and directions for use were written to 
be printed on the inventory. 
2. Construction of the Test 
The selection of the test items.-- As was pointed out 
in chapter two, all but two of the writers of the theses 
conducted item analyses on their tests. The writer selected 
all of the valid items from the theses conducted within the 
range of the sixth grade level. In the instance of a thesis 
conducted above the sixth grade level, the writer selected 
the va lid items which he felt tested knowledge within the 
range of sixth grade interest, i.e., the simpler items. 
In the case of the theses in which an item analysis was 
not performed, the writer selected those items which he 
felt were suitable. Table 1 shows the number of items 
selected from each thesis: 
1/See Appendix "A" for the interest inventory. 
Table 1. Number of Items Selected 
From Each Thesis 
Author's Name ~umber of 
Items 
J ackm.an. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Lambert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Lougheed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Marden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
McWeeney. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Mills. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Parfitt............... 6 
Parkes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Perkins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
·Pooler. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Sahlberg.......... . . . . 9 
Si lluzio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Kell ey................ 22 
Total...... . . . . . . 187 
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The first elimination.-- The 187 selected test i tems 
were then presented to the first reader for approval. Upon 
the first reader's advice, 87 items were eliminated, and 
100 items approved for trial, subject to the modi fication 
of 9 items. 
The modification of items.-- The following modifi ca-
tions were made to the items: 
1/ 
Item number 20 of the Jackman study originally read:-
" Three boys are coasting on a hill. Two boys go 
on one sled, one boy on another sled. Both 
sleds start from the same place on the hill. 
When the sleds stop: 
1/Jackman, op. c i t., p. 107. 
A both sleds have coasted the same distance. 
B the sled with one boy on it has coasted 
farther than the sled with two boys. 
C the sled with two boys on it has coasted 
farther than the sled with one boy." 
In order to maintain the consistency of having four 
distractors for each test item, the writer added: "(D) 
you can't answer this question unless you know how steep 
the hill is." 
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1/ 
Item number 3 of the Kelley study originally read:-
"T..ofuat happens to air when it is heated? 
A It expands (gets bigger) .... " 
The writer added: "A It expands (gets bigger-takes 
up more roo~," in hopes of clarifying the word "expands." 
Item number 10 of the Lougheed study originally 
2/ 
read:-
II D if they are high in the air." 
As the stem of the question referred to church bells , 
the writer believed that the distractor would be more 
effective worded thus: "D if they are higher in the 
church." 
Item number 21 of the Marden study originally 
3/ 
read::-
1/Kelley, op. cit., p. 104. 
2/Lougheed, op. cit., p. 87. 
1_/Marden, op. cit"., p. 123. 
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" .... D Large stones cannot be lifted from water." 
In an effort to make the distractor more effective, 
the writer reworded it: 11D The suction of the water was 
too great." 
1/ 
Item number 20 of the McWeeney study originally read:-
" •••• B It would rub against the air and get 
warm .... " 
In an effort to make the distractor seem more likely, 
the writer changed it to read: "B It would rub against 
the air and get hot." 
2/ 
Item number 10 of the Parkes study originally read:-
II H' b h t II 
.•.• 1s oss says emus wear one .•.. 
To make the distractor seem more plausible, the writer 
modified the distractor to read: "The law says he must 
wear one. 11 
3/ 
Item number 19 of the Parkes study originally read:-
'' ...• D None of these. 11 
The writer wrote a plausible distractor to make the 
item more effective: "D the electric eye sends out a beam 
which bounces off the person's body." 
4/ 
Item number 10 of the Pooler study originally read:-
!/McWeeney, op. cit., p. 88. 
~/Parkes, op. cit., p. 91. 
3/Ibid. , p. 92. 
-- -
4/Pooler , op. cit., p. 94. 
11 
•••• A ~Vhen the train is going along .... " 
The distractor was changed for the sake of better 
sound: "A When the train is moving." 
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1/ 
Item number 12 of the Sahlberg study originally read:-
"i..Jhy does the rear tire on your bicycle get hot 
if you slam on the brake when you are moving 
. f ? It qu~te ast .... 
Again, the item stem was modified for the sake of 
better sound: "Why does the rear tire on your bicycle get 
hot if you slam on the brake when you are going quite fast?" 
After the above modifications were effected, the test 
2 
of 100 items was set up in two forms, Form A and Form B. 
Two forms of the test.-- In constructing the test in 
two forms, it was considered best to arrange the items so 
that the first form would be nearly equal to the second 
form. For example, if the McWeeney study had 8 items to 
be used, four would be placed in the Form A of the test, 
and four would be placed in the corresponding sequence in 
Form B of the test. The basic reason for this procedure 
was that the complete test could be given to a population 
for validation, yet no child would have to do more than 
50 items. Admittedly, the items in Form A were not the 
1/Sahlberg, op. cit., p. 107. 
2/Form A and Form B of the Science Test may be seen in 
Appendices "E" and "F", respectively. 
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same as those in Form B, but they were written equa lly by 
the same authors on the same physical science principle. 
Table 2 shows the arrangement of the items in the compar-
able forms: 
Table 2. Arrangement of the Test Items 
in Form A and Form B 
Author's I :fJ: of Items 
Name 
(l) 
Jackman ... 
Kelley .... 
Lambert ... 
Lougheed .. 
Marden .... 1 
McWeeney. ·1 
Mills ..... 
Parfitt ... 1 
Parkes .... , 
Perkins ... 
Pooler .... 
Sahlberg .. 
Silluzio .. 
Total ... 
Form A 
(2) 
5 
7 
2 
7 
3 
4 
2 
2 
5 
5 
2 
2 
4 
50 
Form A I :ff of Items 
Test Number I . Form B 
(J) 
29 - 33 
5 - 11 
23 - 24 
36 - 42 
48 - 50 
1 - 4 
27 - 28 
25 - 26 
43 - 47 
12 - 16 
21 - 22 
34 - 35 
17 - 20 
I 
(4) 
5 
7 
2 
7 
3 
4 
2 
2 
5 
5 
2 
2 
4 
50 
I 
I 
Form B 
Test N.lmbe r 
C:>) 
29 - 33 
5 - 11 
23 - 24 
36 - 42 
48 - 50 
1 - 4 
27 
- 28 
25 - 26 
43 
- 47 
12 - 16 
21 - 22 
34 - 35 
17 - 20 
Population for the trial study.-- Form A of the Science 
test was given in two sixth grades comprising a total of 49 
children. The children are grouped heterogeneously in the 
only school building containing the sixth grades of a sub-
urban fringe community of 11,068 persons. The community is 
a manufacturing center and residential suburb west of 
1/ 
Boston, Massachusetts.-
Form B of the Science test was given in a combined 
fifth and sixth grade of 21 pupils in one town, and in a 
sixth grade of 26 pupils in another town. The former is 
a town of 83,835 persons and is an industrial and resi-
2/ 
dential suburb of Boston,- where the children were 
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grouped heterogeneously. The latter town has a population 
of 57,589 persons, and is principally a residential suburb 
3/ 
of Boston.- The children in the sixth grade class were 
heterogeneously grouped. 
The trial study.-- The trial study was conducted in 
the following manner ; teachers from the towns described in 
the previous paragraph were chosen from graduate classes 
at Boston University School of Education. They were 
instructed to read the directions of the science test 
wi th the children and to allow them enough time to finish 
the test. When the tests were returned, the writer 
learned that the average length of time for the children 
to finish the test was between thirty-five to forty-five 
minutes. The tests were scored on the basis of number 
!/Collier's World Atlas and Gazetteer, P.F. Collier & Son, 
New York, 1953, p. 359. 
2/Ibid., p. 393. 
1/Ibid., p. 236 . 
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correct, and an item analysis was performed separa tely on 
!) 
Form A and Form B, then 44 items were rejected on t he 
basis of the 5% level of confidence. Fifty-six items 
were left, and it was decided to eliminate six items arbi-
tra rily i n order to obtain a final test of 50 items. 
The f i nal test. - - The f inal test was then constructed 
of the 50 items which remained . The procedure of bui l ding 
the test in equal, or corresponding halves was continued. 
Table 3 shows the arrangement of the test items i n 
the f i nal test: 
Table 3. Arrangement and Composition of the 
Final Science Test 
Fi na l Test Fonn. Writer's Writer I Science Principl e 
Number Number Number 1 Tested 
(l) (2) {::S) ( 4 ) _121_ 
1 . .... I -2A 12 McWeeney Friction 2 ..... 35B 12 ISahlberg !Friction 
3 . .... 6A 7 ,Kelley Causes of Wind 
4 . .... 8A 15 II u 
5 . .... 9A 17 II II 
6 . .... llA 27 II " 
7 . .... 14A 12 Perkins !Momentum 
8 . .... 15A I 19 ll I " 9 . .... 20A 13 Silluzio Compression of Ga 
10 . .... I 18B I 9 II I II s 
(continued on next page) 
1/The data on the i tem analys i s are contained in Chapter I V. 
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Table 3. (continued) 
Final Test Form Wr iter's Writer Science Principle 
Number Number Number Tested 
(l) (2) (3) (4) {5) 
11 . .... 21A 4 Pooler Vibrations - Pitch 
12 . .... 24A 12 Lambert Liquid - OwnLe\el 
13 ..•. ~ 26A 16 Parfitt tesist:c:nxe-Ele.ctri · 
14 . .... 27A 11 Mills 9.1 bstances :in.W9.t er 
15 . .... 30A 9 Jackman Inertia 
16 . .... 31A 11 " II 
17 . .... 33A 16 II II 
18 . .... 39A 12 Lougheed Vibrations-lltch 
19 . .... 41A 17 II II 
20 . .... 42A 23 II II 
21 . .... 36B 4 II II 
22 . .... 43A 8 Parkes <:paque Cbject-Shado 
2 3 ..... 44A 13 " " 
w 
24 . .... 49A 21 Marden Dis~lacement 
25 . .... 50 A 25 " 
26 . .... 3B 20 McWeeney Friction 
2 7 • .... 4B 29 " " 
28 . .... 5B 3 Kelley Causes of Wind 
29 . .... 9B ;1.8 II II 
30 . .... lOB 26 II II 
31 . .... llB 28 II II 
32 . .... 16A 23 Perkins Momentum 
33 .••.. 13B 11 " II 
34 . .... 19B 12 Silluzio Compress ion of Gas 
35 . .... 20B 26 II !I 
36 . .... 22B 10 Pooler Vibraticns -Pitch 
37 . .... 23B 11 Lambert Liquid- Own Level 
38 . .... 25B 12 Parfitt Resistance-Electtici ty 
39 . .... 27B 16 Mills Substances in Water 
40 . .... 29B 5 Jackman Inertia 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 3. (concluded) 
Final Test Fonn Writer's Writer Science Principle 
Number Number . Number Tested 
(l) (2) (::SJ (4) ·rsT 
41 . .... 30B 10 Jackman Inertia 
42 ..... 33B 20 II II 
43 ..... 37B 7 Lougheed Vibrations-Pitch 
44 . .... 38B 10 II II 
45 ...•. 40B 16 " II 
46 ••.•• 41B 18 II II 
47 . .... 44B 10 Parkes Q?awe Object- Shado 
48 ••••• 46B 19 II 
w 
49 . .... 48B 9 Marden Disglacement 
50 •••.• 49B 20 II 
The table illustrates that items 1 through 25 are 
comparable to items 26 through 50. A copy of the test may 
be seen in Appendix "C". After the test was constructed, 
a set of directions and an answer sheet were written and 
printed into booklet form. 
3. The Plan for the Final Study 
Obtaining the population.-- The population for the 
final study was determined to be approximately 300 sixth 
grade children in average classrooms. That is, there would 
be no classrooms which were grouped homogeneously as devi-
ates at either extreme of the intelligence or ability 
continuum. 
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The first reader and the writer obtained the permis-
sion of three school superintendents to conduct the study 
in their school systems. This was accomplished by means 
of the telephone. 
The testing procedure.-- The writer visited each 
superintendent and made arrangements for the time when the 
interest inventories and tests could be delivered. On the 
prescribed dates, the writer visited each school and the 
selected teachers, and delivered the material. Each 
teacher was given the same instructions: 
1. The interest inventory was to be given before the 
science test, as the writer felt that were the 
children to take the test first, their responses 
on the interest inventory might be prejudiced. 
The directions were to be read by the teacher with 
the children following on their individual copies 
of the inventory. The children should be allowed 
to finish the inventory. 
2. The teacher was to read the directions for taking 
the science test with the children and work the 
sample item with them so they would be sure to 
understand the procedure. The time limit for the 
test, with the exception of those children who did 
not have the ability to complete the test, even 
though they may be given an appreciably longer 
time to do so. 
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The writer then made arrangements for returning to 
the schools in order to obtain t he test answer sheets and 
the interest inventories. The teachers were allowed to 
keep as many copies of the test booklets as they desired. 
4. The Description of the Population 
Town A.-- Town A is located in Norfolk County i n 
Eastern Massachusetts. The 1955 census was 8,705. The 
town is primarily a residential suburban town with indu~try 
relegated to a secondary role. There are four manufactur-
ing firms located here and eighty-one minor firms. They 
employ a total of 382 persons. 
The professional-technical group is the highest indi -
vidual percenta ge with 313 people ; 18%. Business managers, 
cler ical, sales and craftsmen total 41.2%. Foremen, 
opera tives, household workers, service workers and laborers 
total 39. 6%, with .7% not reported. 
The median education of persons 25 years old or over 
is 12.5 years, with only 2.5% of the total population com-
pleting less than 5 grades. 70.8% completed high school 
or more. 
The tota l pupil enrollment of the public school system 
is 1,726 . There are 63 teachers and the pupil-teacher 
ratio is 27.4. The expenditure per pupil in net average 
membership is $207.02 per year. The minimum-maximum 
1/ 
teacher salary schedule is $3100-5100.-
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Four sixth grades in two elementary schools were 
tested. The size of the classes tested were, respectively, 
25, 28, 30, and 29. The classes were of a heterogeneous 
nature, i.e., they were not grouped according to ability 
or intelligence. It is considered that they were an 
average sampling of the population. 
Town B.-- Town B is located in Norfolk County in 
Eastern Massachusetts. The 1955 census was 10,128. The 
character of this town has changed in recent years from a 
self-contained manufacturing town to a suburb of Boston. 
However, manufacturing is still predominant in this town 
and supplies 73.3% of all the jobs in the town which are 
covered by unemployment compensation. The rubber and 
textile industries provide the bulk of the manufacturing 
employment in the town. Retail trade, construction and 
service industries compose the rest of the town's employ-
ment. 
The operative group is the highest individual per-
centage with 714 people; 24.5%. Professional, technical, 
!/Massachusetts Department of Commerce, Town and City 
Monographs. Division of Research, 334 Boylston Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts, 1955. 
managers, clerical, and sales comprise 45.1%. Foremen, 
household workers, service workers and laborers total 
29.3%, 1.1% was not reported. 
The median number of school years completed by per-
sons 25 years old or over is 12.1, 4.1% completed less 
than 5 grades. 52.6% completed high school or more. 
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The total pupil enrollment of the public school sys-
tem is 1,498. There are 61 teachers and the pupil-teacher 
ratio is 24.6. The expenditure per pupil in net average 
membership is $231.46 per year. The minimum-maximum 
1/ 
teacher salary schedule is $3100-5100.-
Three sixth grades in three elementary schools were 
tested. The size of the classes tested were, respectively, 
37, 31, and 37. The classes were of a heterogeneous nature. 
It is considered that they were an average sampling of the 
population. 
Town C.-- Town C is located in Norfolk County in 
Eastern Massachusetts. The 1955 census was 13,754. This 
town is an industrial-residential community on the fringe 
of the Boston Metropolitan area. The largest source of 
employment_ of the town is manufacturing with 72.5% of the 
total employed. Second in importance are wholesale and 
retail trade, with 13.5% of the total number employed. 
The operative group is the highest individual per-
centage with 1,423 persons; 33.9%. Professional, tech-
nical, managers, clerical, sales, craftsmen and foremen 
total 54.0%. Household workers, service workers, and 
laborers total 11.2%. .9% was not reported. 
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The median education of persons 25 years old or over 
is 11.5 years. 7.5% completed less than five grades. 
46. 2% completed high school or more. 
The total pupil enrollment of the public school sys-
tem is 2,332. There are 82 teachers and the pupil-teacher 
ratio is 28.4. The expenditure per pupil in net average 
membership is $192.28 per year. The minimum-maximum 
1/ 
teacher salary schedule is $2800-5100.-
Three sixth grades were tested. One grade was loca ted 
in the high school building, and the other two in separate 
elementary school buildings. The sixth grades in this 
town are grouped homogeneously according to achievement. 
It is considered that the three classes selected were more 
nearly the average achievers. It is important to note 
that the grouping was not according to intelligence, and 
that the range of I.Q. 'sin any single class approximates 
the average range. No class was comprised solely of ex-
tremely high or extremely low achievers. 
The total number of children tested in this study.--
The total number of children tested in the three tam.s vss 30U 
l/Ibid. 
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A comparison of the population.-- The writer believes 
that perhaps the easiest way for the reader to compare the 
statistics of the three towns is in the following table: 
Table 4. Comparison of the Three Populations 
Data for Comparison Town Town Town A B c 
TIJ (Z) C3J (4) 
Residential ...•..••......... 8' 705 
Residential-Manufacturing ... 10 '128 
Manufacturing-Residential ... 13,754 
Professional-technical ...... 18.5% 11.0% 8.4% 
Managers-clerical-sales •...• 41.2% 34.1% 27.1% 
Craftsmen-foremen-q;erati.ves • 29.2% 38.7% 52.4% 
Hshld 't\OI'kers-service-labor •.. 11.4% 15.1% 11.2% 
Not reported •.••.••.••.•.... . 7% 1.1% . 9% 
Median No. School Years •.•.. 12.5 12.1 11.5 
Canpleted less than 5 grades .... 2.5% 4.1% 7.5% 
Number pupils enrolled .•..•. 1726 1498 2332 
Number of teachers ....•..••• 63 61 82 
Expenditure per pupil ••..... $207.02 $231.46 $198.28 
Table 4 was adapted and compiled from the afore-
mentioned Town and City Monograehs. 
. -· 
Children's science experience.-- A common factor to 
all the children tested was that none of them had ever had 
any science classes specifically designed to teach the 
principles which were tested in the science test. 
Obtaining the I.Q. 's of the children.-- The educa-
tional staff of Towns B and C gave their permission for 
the writer to obtain the I.Q. 's of the children tested. 
The teachers of the classrooms tested wrote the I.Q. for 
each child on his test answer sheet. The I.Q. 's used in 
this study were those obtained by whatever method the 
school used. Approximately 200 I.Q. 's were obtained. 
5. The Procedure for Scoring and Analysis 
l 
The general procedure.-- The general procedure for 
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obtaining the relationship of interest to science under-
standing was to compare the mean test score of the high-
science-interested children to the mean test score of the 
low-science-interested children. This was accomplished 
a ccording to the process described in Chapter IV. 
Scoring the interest inventory.-- It was possible 
for a child to score from 0 to 7 in science on the inven-
tory, depending upon the number of times he checked science 
in preference to another subject. This was determined by 
1/ 
the use of a mask-type scoring key- which permitted only 
those items containing science to appear when placed over 
the inventory. 
Scoring the science test.-- It was possible for a 
child to score from 0 to 50 on the science test. The 
tests were scored using a mask-type scoring key which was 
1/A copy of the interest inventory scoring key may be found 
In Appendix "B." 
The number of placed over the child's answer sheet. 
1/ 
blacked-in items appearing indicated the number right.-
1/A copy of the science test scoring key may be found in 
Appendix ' 'D. '' 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
1. The Restatement of the Problem 
The purpose.-- The purpose of this study was to con-
sider the relationship of science interest to an under-
standing of physical science principles among some 300 
sixth - grade children. 
The interest inventory.-- The problem entailed the 
construction of a simple i nterest inventory which would 
require the child to choose between paired items and thus 
reveal a degree of science interest. 
The science test.-- The problem further entailed the 
construction of a physical science understanding test. 
The items selected for this test came from thirteen 
master's theses which were done at Boston University 
School of Education under the direction of Dr. John G. Read 
between the years of 1952 and 1955. 
2. The Item Analysis 
The method.-- The method used for the item analysis 
1/ 
was the Walker-Cohen technique. - The item analysis was 
!/Helen M. Walker and Sidney Cohen, Probability Tables for 
Item Anal sis b Means of Se uential Sampling, (Prel~m1nary 
o urn ~a n~vers~ty eachers COllege, New Y~l94~ 
-38-
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performed on the results of the trial study which encom-
passed Form A and Form B of the science test. Forty-nine 
pupils took Form A of the test, and forty-seven pupils 
took Form B. 
The general procedure for the item analysis as des-
1/ 
cribed by Walker and Cohen is: 
"Let the individuals who have been tested be ar-
ranged in order from highest to lowest on the basis 
of a relevant criterion. Let A be the group of 
individuals occupying the first n positions at the 
top of the list and B the group of individuals oc-
cupying the last n positions at the bottom of the 
list. If an individual in group A answers an item 
correctly or an individual in group B answers it 
incorrectly, that constitutes as success in classi -
fication for the item. Conversely, if an individual 
in group A answers an item incorrectly or an indi-
vidual in group B answers it correctly, that consti-
tutes a failure in classification for the item. The 
difficulty of an item is the per cent of all indi-
viduals answering it correctly •.•. " 
Walker and Cohen built probability tables which, when 
measured against an item which correctly classified a 
given number of cases, and for which the difficulty of 
the item is known, would predict the probable success of 
the item at from 1% to 15% level of confidence. 
The analysis.-- In each form of the test, Form A and 
Form B, a separate item analysis was performed. The 
individual cases were arranged from highest to lowest. 
The highest 15 cases were paired against the lowest 15 
1/Ibid., p. I. 
cases. Table 5 and Table 6 show the results of the item 
analysis. 
Table 5. Acceptability of Items on Form A 
of the Science Test 
Accepted 
Item Number % of Difficulty 4ft of Cases Rejected 
(1) (2) (::S) {4) 
1 . .......... 90 3 
2 ........... 23 3 
3 ...•....... 13 3 
4 . .......... 43 8 
5 . .......... 73 4 
6 ........... 63 4 
7 ......•...• 83 3 
8 ........... 33 4 
9 . .......... 33 3 
10 . .......... 17 3 
11 ........... 53 4 
12 . .......... 50 3 
13 . .......... 10 3 
14 . .......... 47 3 
15 . .......... 40 3 
16 . .......... 76 14 
17 ........... 23 6 
18 . .......... 67 12 
19 ........... 70 6 
20 ........... 60 10 
21 . .......... 70 9 
22 . .......... 93 3 
2 3 • ••...••••• 63 5 
24 . .......... 70 4 
2 5 . .......... 20 3 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 5. (concluded) 
Item Number % of Difficulty Accepted 1fo of Cases Rejected 
TI) (2) (3) (4) 
2 6 ........... 23 3 
2 7 ••••.•••••• 63 5 
28 ........... 67 5 
29 ........... 43 3 
30 . .......... 57 4 
31 . .......... 40 11 
32 . .......... 73 3 
33 .•........• 30 10 
34 . .......... 70 3 
35 . .......... 73 3 
36 ••••••••••• 33 3 
37 ..•........ 53 3 
38 ........... 50 3 
39 . .......... 73 5 
40 . .......... 60 3 
41 . .......... 57 5 
42 . .......... 50 3 
43 . .......... 63 5 
44 . .......... 40 12 
45 . .......... 63 3 
46 . .......... 27 4 
47 . .......... 53 3 
48 . .......... 47 5 
49 . .......... 43 8 
50 . .......... 40 5 
On Form A of the Science test, 25 items were accepted 
and 25 items were rejected at the 5% level of confidence. 
Table 6. Acceptability of items on Form B 
of the Science Test 
Item Number % of Difficulty Accepted 11 of cases Rejected 
(l) T21 (3) T4) 
1 ............ 50 3 
2 ............ 40 11 
3 ............ 63 4 
4 . ........... 20 3 
5 ............ 47 8 
6 •••••••••••• 03 3 
7 ............ 73 10 
8 ............ 20 3 
9 ..•••...•.•• 47 4 
10 ............ 70 5 
11 . ........... 57 8 
12 ............ 67 3 
13 . ........... 27 3 
14 . ........... 73 3 
15 . ........... 57 3 
16 . ........... 33 3 
17 ............ 20 3 
18 ............ 20 7 
19 ............ 70 6 
20 ............ 37 3 
21 . ........... 67 3 
22 ............ 53 3 
2 3 . ........... 23 3 
2 4 . ........... 83 3 
2 5 . ........... 70 4 
2 6 • • •••••••••• 72 2 
2 7 .•.....•.••• 47 3 
28 ............ 40 3 
2 9 ..•.......•• 50 3 
30 ............ 50 3 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 6 . (concluded) 
Item Number % of Difficulty Accepted 4fo of cases Rejected 
{l) ·cz) (3) {4) 
31 . ........... 40 3 
32 . ........... 73 6 
3 3 ...•........ 30 3 
34 ............ 70 I 4 
35 . ........... 73 4 
36 ............ 33 12 
3 7 ••.••.•••••• 53 5 
38 ............ 50 4 
39 ............ 73 3 
40 . ........... 60 5 
41 . ........... 57 4 
42 . ........... 50 3 
43 . ........... 63 3 
44 . ........... 40 3 
45 . ........... 63 4 
46 . ........... 27 3 
4 7 •••.•....••• 53 3 
48 . . .......... 47 48 
49 ............ 43 49 
50 ............ 40 3 
On Form B of the Science test, 31 items were accepted 
and 19 items were rejected at the 5% level of confidence. 
From the 100 total items then, 56 items were accepted 
from Form A and Form B. 
The elimination of extra items.-- The writer wished 
to obtain a test of 50 items. Therefore, 6 items had to 
be eliminated. The criteria for eliminating the items was 
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twofold ; (1) eliminate those necessary to maintain an 
equal number of items on each physical science principle ; 
and (2) when the first criterion i s spent, eliminate the 
i tems according to the number of failures as recorded on 
the item analysis. 
Thus, from Form A of the science test, items 23, 28, 
and 40 were discarded. From Form B of the science test, 
items 7, 32, and 39 were discarded. The remaining 50 
items were used to construct the final science test as 
described in Chapter III. 
3. The Results of the Science Test 
Number of cases.-- The number of children to whom 
the test was given was 300. Five children marked their 
answer sheets incorrectly and their scores were not used 
in the final analysis. 
Data of scores.-- 295 children submitted answer 
sheets which were suitable for scoring. Table 7 shows the 
distribution of the scores: 
Table 7. 
Scores 
1 
Distribution of Scores 
on Science Test 
Number of 
Cases 
(2) 
47-49............... 1 
44-46 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
(concluded on next page) 
Table 7. (concluded) 
Scores 
41-43 . ............. . 
38 -40" • .............. 
35-3 7 .............. . 
32-34 . ............. . 
29-31 ..•............ 
2 6 -28 .............. . 
23-25 .............. . 
20-22 .............. . 
17-19 .............. . 
14-16 . ............. . 
11-13 .•.•........... 
8 -10 . ............. . 
Total . .......... . 
Number of 
Cases 
7 
8 
21 
23 
28 
49 
55 
33 
34 
16 
13 
5 
295 
Table 7 shows that the distribution of scores had a 
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good spread, with 75% of the scores falling between 19 and 
34. 
Table 8 shows the mean score, range, and standard 
deviation of the distribution of scores: 
Table 8. Mean Score on Science Test 
ange ean 
295 8-48 25.50 7.66 
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Table 8 shows that the science test was fairly diffi-
cult inasmuch as the mean score was 25.50 out of a possible 
50. However, this was partially anticipated, since none 
of the children tested had had previous special teaching 
concerning the science principles tested by the test. The 
test as used is a measure of the information possessed by 
the children, which information has been obtained largely 
outside the planned school curriculum. 
4. The Reliability of the Science Test 
The method.-- To determine the reliability of the 
science test, a self-correlation formula given by Kuder 
1/ 
and Richardson- was used. 
2/ 
Remmer- says of the formula: 
"Kuder and Richardson .... have presented methods 
for estimating reliability coefficients which do not 
require splitting a test into halves and rescoring 
and calculating a correlation coefficient. The only 
data required for this simple method are the number 
of items in the test, the standard deviation of the 
test, and the arithmetic mean of the total scores 
on the test .... This formula underestimates the 
reliability of the test if there is variation in 
difficulty among the items; in any case, its estimate 
is usually lower than that obtained by the split-test 
methods." 
1/Kuder, G.F., and M.W. Richardson, "The Theory of the 
E'stimation of Test Reliability," Psychometrika, 2:151-160 
(1937). (As cited in H.L. Remmers and N.L. Gage, Educa-
tional Measurement and Evaluation (Revised Edition), 
Harper and Brothers, New York, 1955, pp. 135-136). 
2/Remmers and Gage, op. cit., pp. 135-136. 
The Kuder-Richardson formula is: 
r • n 
n-r 
s 2 
t - npq 
s 2 
t 
Where n :::: number of items in test 
s t = Standard deviati on of test scores 
p • A.M. 
n 
q ::r 1-p 
The result.-- The above f ormula was applied to t he 
results of the science test. A reliability coefficient 
of .80 was obtained. 
5. Analyzing the Relationship of Science Interest 
to Science Understanding 
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The method.-- To determine the relationship of science 
i nterest as professed by the children on the Interest Inven-
tory used in the study, to the same children's scores on the 
science test , the critical ratio method was employed. The 
significance of the difference between two means is expressed 
i n terms of cri tical ratio. This ratio tells us the 
probability of the difference occurring by chan~e. A 
cri tical r a tio of 3. 00 or more has been generally ac-
1/ 
cepted as sta t i stically significant, although authorities-
1/James E. Wert, Cha rles 0. Neidt, 
Sta tistical Methods in Educational 
Research, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
adapted from pp. 99-100. 
Inc.,ew York, 1954, 
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feel that this is rather arbitrary, and have been express-
ing a downward requirement. 
In order to obtain the critical ratio, it is neces-
sary to have the arithmetic means, standard deviations, 
and number of cases of the two groups to be compared. 
1/ 
The steps in computing the critical ratio are:-
1. Obtain the difference between the two means. 
2. Compute the standard error 
the formula: (7= o-
x 11 N 
of each mean using 
where C1= standard deviation 
N = number of cases 
3. Compute the standard error of the difference 
between the two means from the formula: 
s.E. cliff =vaxz + a .e. 
I X£ 
5. Obtain the ratio of the difference in the two 
means to the standard error of the difference: 
Ml - Mz 
C.R. = S.E. cliff 
The writer arranged the data in 5 different group-
ings for comparison. 
Comparison 1.-- As stated in Chapter III of this 
study, it was possible for children to score 0 to 7 in 
1/Ibid., pp. 96-99. 
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science interest on the interest inventory. For the first 
comparison, the science test scores of children who scored 
5 to 7 on the interest inventory were compared with the 
science test scores of children who scored 0 to 2 on the 
interest inventory. The group scoring 5 to 7 on the 
interest inventory were considered to have a high science 
interest; the group scoring 0 to 2 on the interest inven-
tory were considered to have a low science interest. 
Table 9 reports the results of Comparison 1: 
Table 9. First Comparison of Mean Scores on Science Test 
for High and Low Interest Groups 
Interest 41= of Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. I c. R. 
GrouR Cases Mean Diff. 
(1) (2) (J) tl!-2 {_~)_ (b) (7) V:SJ 
High .... 127 26.69 7.62 .676 
1. 67 1.156 1.44 
Low . .... 64 125.02 7.50 . 937 
A critical ratio of 1.44 is not statistically sig-
nificant. 
Comparison 2.-- In this comparison, the writer de-
cided to decrease the range of interest scores. The high 
interest group consisted of those children who scored 6-7 
on the interest inventory and the low interest group con-
sisted of those children who scored 0-1 on the interest 
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inventory. Table 10 reports the results of Comparison 2: 
Table 10. Second Comparison of Mean Scores on Science 
Test for High and Low Interest Groups 
Interest lfo of Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C. R. 
Group Cases Mean · Diff. 
(l) {l) {)) (4) (5) ( b) _(7) (8) 
High .••.. 79 26.43 7.41 .834 
1.30 1.41 .921 
Low . ..... 37 25.13 6.87 1.129 
A critical ratio of .921 is not statistically signi fi-
cant. 
Comparison 3.-- The writer then decided to limit the 
interest score to 7 for the high interest group, and 0 for 
the low interest group. Table 11 reports the results of 
this comparison: 
Table 11. Third Comparison of Mean Scores on Science 
Test for High and Low Interest Groups 
Interest ffo of Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. 
Group Cases Mean Diff. 
(1) (2) {3) (4) . C>J (b) (71 
High ..... 31 27.77 7.14 1.28 
2.37 2.27 
Low . ..... 15 25.40 7.41 1.88 
C. R. 
(8) 
~.04 
A critical ratio of 1.04 is not statistically sig-
nificant. 
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Comparison 4.-- Comparison 4 was made on the basis 
of using the test scores of those children whose I.Q. was 
1/ 
in the normal range;- i.e., 90-110. Within this group, 
the interest range for the high interest group was 5-7 
and 0-2 for the low group. Table 12 reports the results 
of Comparison 4: 
Table 12. Comparison of Mean Scores on Science Test for 
High and Low Interest Groups Within Normal 
I.Q. Range 
Interest iF of Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R 
Group Cases Mean Diff. 
(1) (:.!) (::S) (4) ()) ( b ) (/) (_~) 
High ..... 48 24.93 6.15 -~ . 887 
4.94 1.43 3.43 
Low . ..... 21 19.99 5.17 1.13 
A critical ratio of 3.43 is statistically significant. 
It would appear that interest is a determining factor for 
scoring high on the science test among children of normal 
intelligence. 
1/Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, Measuring Intelli-
gence, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1937, p. 63. 
tlbst on Un1VersitT 
%'ehool b:f Educatio 
~ibran;Yj / 
Comparison 5.-- In attempting to further his under-
standing of Comparison 4, the writer decided to compare 
the high interested children and low interested children 
of normal and above average intelligence, i.e., from 
90 I.Q. upwards. The range of I.Q. 's in this group was 
90 to 151. High interest was 5-7 on the interest in-
ventory and 0-2 was the low interest. Table 13 reports 
the results of Comparison 5: 
Table 13. Comparison of Mean Scores on Science Test for 
High and Low Interest Groups for I.Q. Range 
90 - 151. 
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Interest 11 of Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
Group Cases Mean Diff 
(l) (l) (J) (4) (S) (b) (/) (~) 
High ..•.. 75 26 .40 6.54 .755 
1. 38 1.44 .955 
Low . ..... 41 25.02 7.92 1.234 
A critical ratio of .955 is not statistically sig-
nificant. Information obtained from Comparisons 4 and 5 
(Tables 12 and 13), indicates that by inference, children 
of high intelligence will do well on the test regardless 
of their professed interest in science. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary of the Study 
The procedure.-- The purpose of this study, which 
was to consider the relationship of science interest to 
science understanding, was accomplished by constructing 
a science test and an interest inventory which were given 
to 295 children in 3 different towns, in the sixth grade. 
The analysis.-- The results of the science test and 
interest inventory were analyzed to determine whether or 
not science interest as measured by the interest inventory 
affected the scores obtained on the science test by the 
children. This was accomplished through the use of criti-
ca l r a tio. It was further decided to include the effects 
of I.Q. in rela tion to interest and science understanding. 
2. Conclusions of the Study 
The interest inventory.-- The writer believes tha t 
he has constructed a simple, practical interest inventory 
which will measure the child's preferences among 8 general 
school subjects. Inasmuch as there is no practica l way to 
validate the interest inventory, it cannot be safely con-
cluded that the inventory is an accurate measure of a 
-53-
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child's interests. From the various comparisons of high 
and low interest groups through the use of critical ratios, 
however, the writer believes that the inventory measures 
something which contributes to science understanding. It 
is quite possible that this "something" is interest. This 
statement probably is most accurate for other than pupils 
of high intelligence. 
The science test.-- The writer believes that he has 
developed a good science test for some areas of science, 
for the sixth grade level. The item analyses performed 
on Form A and Form B of the test increase:. the internal 
validity of the measure. The reliability coefficient of 
the test, .80, indicates the test to have good reliabili ty. 
The relationship of science interest to achievement.--
The following are the conclusions resulting from the 
analysis of data in relation to interest and achievement: 
1. The comparison of mean test scores of children 
in high and low science interest groups was not 
statistically significant when the comparison 
included all I.Q. 's. This remained true in 
spite of the various restrictions placed on the 
interest scores. 
2. The comparison of mean test scores of children 
in high and low science interest groups was 
statistically significant when the comparison 
included only children of normal I.Q. (90-110). 
The inference is that for children of normal 
or average I.Q., interest is a contributing 
factor to high performance on the science test. 
3. The comparison of mean test scores of children 
in high and low science interest groups was not 
statistically significant when the comparison 
included only children of normal and above 
average I.Q. (90-151). Perhaps the explanation 
is that children of high I.Q. tend to be more 
aware of their environment and perform well on 
the test regardless of the fact that they do not 
list science as a high interest. 
3. Implications for Further Study 
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The interest inventory.-- In order to determine the 
validity of the interest inventory, a study could be con-
ducted in which a number of children are given the in-
ventory, and then extensively interviewed to see if their 
interests as expressed in the interview correlated with 
their interests as expressed on the inventory. 
The interest inventory might be given to students 
in the secondary school and correlated with their inter-
ests as expressed on a standard preference inventory such 
a s the Kuder Preference Test. 
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The science test.-- The science test could be given 
to a number of children in the sixth grade. The children 
could then be interviewed to determine what it is in their 
experience that lends itself to high achievement on this 
kind of test. This study has shown that interest and 
intelligence are related to performance on the science 
test, but it has not isolated these two factors as the 
only influence on achievement. 
Interest and achievement.-- A study could be conducted 
using the science test herein developed, and with another 
kind of interest inventory Which could be constructed; one 
which attempts not only to determine the degree of science 
interest, but the kind of science interest the child has. 
More time, however, would be necessary to give the child-
ren the inventory, as it would by nature have to be more 
complicated than the one constructed for this study. 
A wider study.-- This study could be conducted on a 
much larger population, involving more areas such as 
completely rural and completely industrial. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
WHICH DO YOU LIKE BEST? 
Name ___________ __;AGE_. __ SCHOOL ____________ ~BOY GIRL 
DIRECTIONS: Boys and Girlsl This is your chance to show which subject you like best. 
This is not a test and there is no right or wrong answer~ . When we ask 11 Which do you 
like best?11 we don't mean just at school, but at home also. All of you do things at 
~ home Which might fit into one or more of these sub~ec~s. If you like to ~ad many books 
W at home or school about other lands and people, - ~t ~ "People ani Countnes. 11 If you 
like to sing, or listen to records, - it is ttMusic. 11 If you like to read books about 
people in the pe.st, - it is "History. 11 If you collect rocks, or like t<l> watch animals 
or machines, it is "Science;." You see how easy this is to do? You must be very care-
f'ul when you think about the things you like to do. Be sure you know what you like in 
each pair of subjects - here is what you do: Read the two choices in each pair, and 
put a check on the line in front of the one you like best. You will have a chance 
to match everything here against everything else, so don't be afraid to put a check, 
even though. you like both subjects. · 
REMEMBER ~ Check only ~ subject in each pair, and be sure to check one in every pair. 
Don rt leave any outl 
Which do you like best? 
lo Art 1o. People and Countries 19. Scie~e 
-Science -Music People and Countries 
2. Music 11. Ari tb.metic 20. _History 
-Art History Art 
3. Arithmetic 12. _Sports 21. Music 
-Music 
_People and. Countries Sports 
4. People and Countries 13. Reading 22 .. _Reading 
-Arithmetic -History Arithmetic 
5., History 14 •. Arithmetic 23. _History 
People and Countries =SAl.eJWe Science 
6. Spor ts 15o People and Countries 24. _Sports 
History -Art Art 
7. _ Reading 16. History 25 .. -~~ding 
_Sports -MUsic Music 
8. Music 17 .. Sports 26. Science 
-Science - Ari thmet:i..c Sports 
9& Arithmetic 18 .. People and Countries 27. Art 
-Art Reading · Reading 
28. Read.irig 
-Science 
APPENDIX B 
WHICH DO YOU LIKE BEST? 
Name AGE SCHOOL BOY GIRL 
------------------------- ----- --------------------------~ 
DIRECTIONS: Boys and Girlsl This is -y.our . ..chance to show 'Which subject you like best. 
This is not a test and there is no right or wrong answer. When we ask 11Which do you 
like best?11 we don't mean just at school, but at home also. All of you do things at 
~ home Which might fit into one or more of these subjects. If you like to read many books 
W at home or school about other lands and people, - it is "People an:i Countries." If you 
like to sing, or listen to records, -it is 11Music. 11 If you like to read books about 
people in the past, -it is 11History. 11 If you collect rocks, or like to watch animals 
or machines, it is 11Science. 11 You see how easy this is to do? You must be very care-
ful 'When you think about the things you like to do. Be sure you know what you like in 
each pair of subjects - here is what you do: Read the two choices in each pair, and 
put a check on the line in front of the one you like best., You will have a chance 
to match everyth:ing here against everything else, so don't be afraid to put a check, 
even though you like both subjects. -
REMEMBER~ Check only ~ subject in each pair, and be sure to check one in every pair. 
Don rt leave any outJ 
Which do you like best? 
1., 10. People and Countries 19. 
-Music Countries 
2 .. Music 11. Arithmetic 20., _History 
-Art History Art 
3. Arithmetic 12. _Sports 21. Music 
-Music 
_People and Countries Sports 
4. People and Countries 13. _Reading 22. _Reading 
-Arithmetic _History Arithmetic 
5 .. History 14. J 
23. 
--People and CoUntries 
6. Sports l5o People and Countries 24. _Sports 
-History Aft Art 
7. _Reading 16. History 25. -~CI;d:ing 
_Sports -MUsic _Music 
So 17o Sports 26. 
--Arithmetic 
9 .. Arithmetic 18 .. People and Countries 27 .. Art 
-Art Reading Reading 
28. 
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APPENDIX 0 
TEST BOOKLET 
Boys and gir~s: This is a test which is about some und~rstandings in scieme. 
You may have learned some of them i.p. school, at home, or som~mere else. You may not 
have lear:ned some of them at all. !ou ~re not expected to lqlow all of the answers. 
Do the best you can. 
TURN TO THE ANSWER SHEET, and 'WI"i te the d,te, your name, date of birth, name 
o:f' your school, your age, grade; and 1Ulderli.ne Boy or Girlo- Fill in all the blanks 
and write plainly., 
' ( 
Let's find out how to do the testo ~ere i~ a SAMPLE QUESTION: 
Which can travel the fastest? 
A A train 
B An automobile 
C A sailboat 
D A jet plane 
The correct answer is D, a jet plane. Now look at the ANSWER SHEET where it says 
SAMPLE QUESTION and find the letter of the right answer. Blacken in the space under 
the letter D~ because it is the right ~s~r .. 
You do the rest of the test in the same way., Read the questions caref'ully and 
choose the best, or most correct answer. Then look at the ANSWER SHEET and blacken 
the space under the letter of the answer you chose. MAKE SURE you blacken the space 
opposite the right question munberl If you cannot answer a question, go onto the 
next question., You will have one hour to do the test. ~EASE DO NOT WRITE IN THE 
TEST BOOKLET Q WRITE ONLY O:W THE ANSWER SHEET. 
THERE ARE QUESTIONS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE PAGES 
TEST ON SCIENCE 
1. Sand is placed on icy roads in the 'Winter tjme because: 
A it makes the surface of the road rougher. 
B it provides jobs for men. 
C it makes the road smoother. 
D it drys the road. 
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2. Why does the rear tire on your bicycle get hot if you slam on the brake when you e 
are going quite fast? 
A The air in the tire gets hot and heats the tire. 
B The heat from the road makes the tire hot. 
C The tire sliding over the road causes it to get hot. 
D The brakes make the tire hot. 
3o Air has which of these? 
A Color. B. Smell. c. Taste. n. weight. 
4.. If the radiator in a cold roan is t'lli'Il:9d on, which part of the roam w.i.ll heat up 
first? 
A Near the ceiling. 
B Near the floor. 
C Near the walls., 
D The room heats up all at once. 
5.. Air is made up of: 
A nothing .. B molecules. 
6" Cold air: 
A is heavier than lvann air. 
B is lighter than warm air. 
C weighs the s arne as warm air. 
C tiny pieces of dust. D tiny pieces of atomics. 
D cannot be separated from warm air. 
7. Bob coasts doiVll a hill in his cart. Then Sally coasts down the same path. Bob goes 
much farther because~ 
A he knows how to steer better. 
B boys can coast better than girls. 
C he weighs much more. 
D he weighs much less., 
8. A loaded truck starts rolling downhill v.ti. th no one in it. If it had been empty 
instead of loaded : 
A it would have had more momentum. 
B it would have had less momentum. 
C you couldn't say for sure about the momentum. 
D the mcmentum would be the same in pot_!l cases., 
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9c A bicycle tire, an automobile tire, a,nd a trailer-truck tire each contains air at 
30 pounds pressure per square inch. VJhieh tire contains the most air? 
elo., 
A The automobile tire., 
B The bicycle tire. 
C The trailer-truck tire. 
D They all c ontain the s arne amount., 
A tank containing gas at a pressure of 100 pounds per square inch has a valve 
closing it to the outside air., What will happen if this valve is opened? 
A The gas will flow out of the tank. 
B The ga~ will stay in the tank. · 
C Air will flow into the ta.nk ~til the pressure on the inside · equals the 
pressure on the outside. 
D The tank will explode., 
11. What is sound? 
A It is a machine., 
B It is a noise. 
C It is vibrations. 
D It is a chemical., 
120 When the waters of Lake Erie pass over Niagara Falls into Lake Ontario, we say 
that the water moves that way because: · 
A it is t~ng to reach its own level., 
B it must g~nerate electricity., 
G same pumps are pumping it over., 
D it provides beautiful scenery., 
13., When an electric stove is turned on: 
A light is not produced until the coil is very hot. 
B light and heat are noticed at the !3aJ1le time. 
C heat is not produced until the coil starts to glow., 
D the coil becomes hot immedia.te~. 
14., When a car battery does not freeze in the wintertime it is because: 
A the lead plates protec~:· it. 
B pure water is used in it., 
C it contains a sulfuric acid solutiona 
D it is part of the electrical system., 
l'S,._ The passeng_ers in a train that is speeding around a shalp curve are thrown: 
A forward., 
B backward., 
C toward the inside of the curveo 
D toward the outside of the curve. 
16. An ocean liner cannot stop suddenly even when moving slowly because: 
A the water carries it forwarq. 
B its motors are not powerful 'enough. 
C it has a large weight. 
D it has a great length. 
17. The clown, the fat man, and the midget jump into a deep snow bank. 
A The clown goes in the deepest. 
B The fat man goes in the deepest. 
C The midget goes in the deepest. 
D They all go in the same depth. 
18. If you hold a stick .against the spokes of a bicycle wheel men it is slowing down, 
the sound will get: 
A higher. B lower., C . softer., D louder., 
19& A tuning fork will make a higher tone than another tuning fork: 
A if it is struck harder., 
B if it has longer prongs .. 
C if it is largero 
D if it is smaller. 
' 20., Eveq .time you hit a nail with a haiJJner as you drive it into a beard, it makes 
a higher tone becau.se: 
A it is getting harder to drive in. 
B less of it is vibrating. 
C the board makes it s cqnd hi~her .. 
D the sound is ooming frcm the hammer., 
21. A -nolin st~ will ·give the highest tone when it is : 
A thin, tigtit and long. 
B thin, tight and short. 
C "~;;hick, tight and short. 
D thick, loose and long. 
22. 'White marks should be on a sunburned person 1 s body wherever an article of 
clothing was worn because: 
A suntan lotion was_ U:Sed.,. 
B clothing protects- the body from the sun • s rays., 
C the person didn't stay~ the ' ~hade., .. _ 
D t he sun was too hot and the person was sweating., 
2J, An infra=red lamp, used to treat sore muscles, is most efficient men the part 
of the body affected is : ~ 
A completely exposed~ 
B covered by a sheet .. 
C ~ed with a heating pado 
D protected by regu~ar clothing• 
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Some boys discovered a large stone at the pottan of a stream that they were clearing 
out while making a swimming poolo Wby i$ it thqt they could lift the stone to the 
surface of the water, but could not 1~ it out ·of the water? 
A The wind pushed the rock back in~o the watero 
B The rock absorbed water and ·· became heavier o 
C The suction of the water 1vas too greato 
D The water no longer pushed up~rd on the stone o 
25_o_ . How is a submarine made to 'sink in 1-@.ter? 
A The submarine is made lighter by wshing water out of special tankso 
B The submarine is made heavier by letting water run into special tanks" 
C . The submarine uses a magnetic anchor" 
D Many weights are placed in the submarineo 
26o How -would a falling heavenly bOOy" catch fire as it .falls to earth? 
I 
A The sUJi . would set, it on fireo-
B It would rub against the air and ~et hoto 
C It would already be on fire~ 
D The moon would set it on fireo 
27 ~ Nails wouldn't be of any use unless: 
A they were made of metal.o 
B they had a sharp point to go irito the wood,. 
C they_ had some friction with the wood .. 
D a carpenter used them, 
28 9 What happens When air is heated? 
A It expands (gets bigger - takes up more room.)o 
B It gets smaller" 
C It stays the .same size, 
D It gets wettero 
29o Where is air the 'heaviest? 
A On the mountain" 
B On the side of a hillo 
C Inside a caveo 
D In a valley, 
JOo When a draft comes into your house, mere is the first place you w~ld feel it? 
A Near the flooro C OVer the dooro 
B Near the ceiling, D In the corners of the roano 
J_l.,, In hot v.reather, i t is better to dress in: 
A white clothes o 
B black clotheso 
C brightly colored clotheso 
D brown clothes~ 
32o · A man is letting- grain bags down a chute3 but they stop half way down, It would 
help if he ~ 
A made the angle of the chute steeper by raising the high endo 
B t ook the grain out of the b~gso 
C used lighter bagso 
D let the high end of the chute downo 
33o Which of these rolling down a .coal chute would have more momentum? 
A A pool ball. 
B A tennis ball. 
C . A ping-pong ball., 
D A golf ball., 
Jh. VAly do tires on an automobile sometimes have a blowout? 
A A weak spot in the tube cannot 'hold back the air molec1il.es that are hitting i,.e 
B The air molecules are not as strong, making the tire soft. 
C The tire has lost a great d~al of air. 
D Not enough air was pumped into the tube. 
35 ... .. The Weather Bureau has a gas-filled balloon which is used to carry recoroing 
instruments into the upper air., This balloon eventually breaks., Why? 
A The greater pressure on the outside of the balloqnkauses the balloon to get 
smaller and break., 1 
B The extreme low temperature at high altitudes breaks the ballocn., 
C The lower pressure on the outside of the balloon causes the balloon to expand 
ar..d break., 
D Ice crystals form on the balloon and crush it .. 
36., You can hear a train whistle~ 
A when the train is moving., 
B when the engineer pulls the cord .. 
C 'When the Vibrations travel thrrugh the air to you., 
D when there is no wind., 
37., A milk truck has three tanks connected by pipes at the bottom. When the first tank 
is empty g 
A number 2 tank w.ill still be full., 
B number 3 tank -vr.ill be half full. 
C . number 2 and 3 tanks will be empty .. 
D number 2 tank will be half full .. 
38.. A current of electricity f1 owing through a wire~ 
A has no ef.fect on the vrl.re. 
B produces heato 
.C causes the wire to get shorter. 
D causes the wire to move. 
39o The Globe Paper Company uses t'WO lakes in their businesso In one they keep the 
logs to be made into paper. In the other they throw their waste chemicals. ll), 
the -v:d.nter g 
A neither of the lakes will freeie., 
B the lake with the l ogs will freeze lasto 
C the lake with the chemicals will freeze lasto 
D both lakes will freeze at the s ame time., 
40., ·when a train starts suddenly~ 
A the passengers reach their destinations earlier., 
B the passengers do not notice that they have started to move .. 
C the passengers are thrown forwardo 
D the passengers are thrown backward., 
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41.. A 3000 pol.llld truck is moving at the rate of ~5 miles per hrur; a 1000 pound 
automobile is moving at the rate of 25 miles per hour. 
A The truck will be harder to stop. 
B The automobile will be harder t .o stop. 
C It all depends on the drivers. 
D There is no dif:f"erence in trying to stop either one. 
42. Three boys are coasting on a hill~ Two boys go on one sled, one boy on another 
sled. Both sleds start from the same, place on the hill. When the sleds stop: 
A both sleds will have c casted the same distance. 
B the sled with one boy on it has coasted farther than the sled with two boys. 
C the sled with two boys on it has coc0ted farther than the slei with one boy~ · 
D you can't answer this question unless you know how steep the hill is. 
41.. The hum of snow tires is higher When the car: 
A slows down. B speeds llpo C turns a corner.. D has its brakes an. 
44... Church bells give out a high tone: 
A if they are thick .. 
B if they are small. 
C if they are struck faster. 
D if they are higher in the church. 
45o A drummer makes the kettle drum give out a higher tone: 
A by: striking it with bigger drumsticks. 
B by striking it harder with the drum sticks. 
C by_placing heavy weights on the drumo 
D by tightening the skin (drwnh.ead)o 
46. In a band, the chimes that play the highest tone are the ones that are: 
A tightest& B longest. C thickest. D smallest .. 
47. A welder has t o wear a helmet 'tdth a dark glass window because: 
A the law says he must wear one .. 
B he h4s to protect his face from flying sparks .. 
C he has to protect his ears from the noise. 
D he has to protect his eyes and face from intense light .. 
48.. Many: stores and banks have doors that open automatically whenever a pers en walks 
between a light and an electric eye.. The doors open becaUse: 
A strong light rays fall on the electric eye. 
B the persm ' s clothes reflect the light back to their srurce .. 
C the person ' s body keeps the light rays from reaching the electric eye. 
D t he electric eye sends out a beam which bounces of£ the person's boqy. 
49.. An object weighs more than the wa"er it can displace (push aside). What w.ill 
happen to this object if' it is placed in water? 
A I t will_float .. 
B I t will s inko 
C It will fLoat for a few secmds and then sink .. 
D It will sink and then rise slowly to the surface. 
50.. ·If a to:rsr, of goods is placed on a 10 ton ship, how much water will be PJ.Shed aside 
by the settling (sinking) of the ship due to the ~tra weight? 
A One ton of water .. 
B Nine tons of watero 
THE END 
C Eleven tons of water o 
D No more water .. 
APPENDIX D 
ANSWER SHEET 
IDUm-- -------~~------------~MTE~BimH ______________ _ 
·NAME OF SCHOOL AGE GRADE - . __..;;,__________________ --- ---
. UNDERLINE s Boy o; -Girl 
A B C D 
SAMPLE QUESTICN: ( · )( ) ( ) ( ) (blacken in answer) 
A B C D 
1 ,_) ()()() 
2 ( ) ( ) ~) ( ) 
3 ()()() u 
4 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
5 <> v <><> 
6 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
7 ()() )() 
8 () )()() 
9 ()() "-----') () 
10 J ( ) ( ) ( ) 
11 ()( ) ) () 
12 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1 3_ ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) 
14 ()() LJ ( ) 
15 ( . ) ( )' ( ) '----' 
16 ( ) ( ) 0 ( ) 
( ) ~\ ( ) ( ) 
A B C D 
18 ( ) . ) ( ) ( ) 
19 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0 
20 ( ) ; _ _) ( ) ( ) 
21 () "-----')()() 
22 ( ) I \ ( ) ( ) 
'~_.....~· 
23 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
-24 ( ) ( ) ( ) -~ 
25 ( ) 
26 ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
27 ( ) ( ) , ' ( ) 
28 "-"") ( ) ( ) ( ) 
29 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
30 0 () ( )() 
31 0 <)()() 
32 I ' ( ) ( ) ( ) v 
33 c_, ( ) ( ) ( ) 
34 C C )()() 
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A B 
35 ( ) ( ) 
36 ()() 
C D 
( ) 
( ) 
37 ( ) ( ) .._) ( ) 
38 ( ) J ( ) ( ) 
39 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
40 ()()() ? 
41 ~) ()()() 
42 ()() () 
43 ( ) u ( ) ( ) 
44 () ()() 
45 ( ) ( ) ( ) u 
46 ()()() L; 
47 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
48 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
49 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
50 \.____.,.; ( ) ( ) ( ) 
• 
APPENDIX E 
TEST BOO!'LET 
Boy a and girls a Tbio 1e a te.t whioh 1a about OClllO understanding ln Micm 0 
You may ha.yo learned aome of th in Gethool, at homo. or aomewh ro el80o You y not 
hayo leamed some ot them at all o Y~ are not oxpeated t o know a ll of tho eswera o 
Do tho be t you oano. 
TURN TO THE ANSWER SHEET, and write the date1 your name. dat e of birth, name 
of your aohool~ your age, gr ade, and UDderl1ne .Boy or Girl. Pill i n all the blanlca 
and write plainly. 
Let 0 a tind out how t.o do the to at. Here 1a a ~PLE QUESTION a 
Wbioh GaD traMl tho fa at oat. t 
A A t:raiD 
8 An automobi l e 
0 A ailboat 
D A jot plano 
The oo:rreot answer 1a D1 a jet plaao. Nov look at tho ANSWER SHEET Where it 811.7• 
. SAMPLE QU&STION ucl t1nd tho letter ot tho right anmrtt 01role the letter .o, bol§auao 
1 t 1a tho right answer • 
You clo the ~at ot the teat in the aame way. Reacl the que.tlon oaretully aacl 
ohooae tho beat, or· moat oor reot anawal'. ONLY ONi ANSWER IS RIGHT, 'l'h1Dk O&l'eAilly 
and ahooae oaret\ally. 'Ibm look at the ANSWER SHJ!.ET and o1rolo the letter ot tho anaver 
you oboao. MlU SUU you o1role tho letter oppollto tbe right a.bor. It you oannot 
anaver a question, go on to the next ctueation. Ygu will haye oao. hour to clo the teat o 
PLEASE DO HOT WRITE L~ Tat; 'l'KS'l' BOO~. WRITE OILY ON THE ANSWER SH~T • 
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l o l' lO.t l.:.!:l ... co the bl do 
c 
D 
TES 0 SOI · la 
wing . 
~o S nd 1 pl~eod on :lay r d 1n t ho winter timo be9auso 1 
A it mukea the surto.oo of the road rough r s 
B it proY1des jobs form n. 
C 1t make the road cmootber. 
D 1 t dry a the road . 
'o tilly mt.tst a p rson ho owns maohineey tey to pNYent rust from forming on 1t? 
A . Ru t inoreaa a fr1ot1on. 
B Rust make:~ maoh1neey vlcsr. 
a Rll t spoil th appe rc.noa of tho maohinoey . 
D Rust. o ae 1 sa triot1on. 
~o 't1hat doe a Uftld.ng door h1ngo tell ua 1a happoDS.ngt 
A The hinge 1a old, 
B 'I'M metal pe.l"ta of the hiDgo are rubbing against oaob other. 
a Th a.ir :ta YOey wam. 
D '1'h hinge 1• made illlperteotly tor use on a door. 
5o The sun teele hottea-t OD the d.aya wh81U 
A th~r• are •DY o lo~a 1n the sk;y. 
B :lt .1a ol aio. · · 
a it :ta togg. 
D tho o loucla are on top of the BUn. 
6. Air baa vhi<ah of the t 
A Color. B~ Smell. 0 Tallto. D Weight~ 
7o ~oh of thoao would fool hotter if you w ro to walk ·o~ th• ba.r~footecl~ 
A A dirt road . 
B A green lawn. 
0 A uh1te, sandy beaoh. 
D A tar road. · 
8. If' the radiator :tn a oold room ia ~uftlecl on; vhloh part ot tho ~om will hHt up 
firett 
• A Near the ce111ag. B N ar the floor. 
0 N ar tbe valls ~ 
D The room boats up all at oDOe ~ 
9. Air 1 made up ota 
A not.h:tng. B moleoul • 0 tiJV pi • • o't dust. D t:l~ p:teoea ot atom:lo • 
lO o Good a.thsr gon rally cam tr 'tthiah cUr otlont 
r~nh. 
B ~ to 
0 From tb. oppooite direotion o s ocmoo 
D Prom th samG way storm• a e. 
ll o Oold 1r& 
e 1 h vier than warm air. 
B iv light r than va.rm a.lr et 
ighs th same as rm air • 
D oannot be ooparat d from warm air. 
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l2o A bowling ball will kDoak over more pins than a ~ol~ ball . rolled a t the same speeds 
.. ,. . 
A b aueo it ia harder. 
B booause it rolla better. 
o b6aause you aan grip it better. 
D b oauao it igha more. 
1;., Soe tiremon 'tfho VtlDt to orash thtouch a heavy d.oor MD't do it. It would help 
:if tbQy l 
A got a good head .tarto 
B don°t go •• fast. 
0 go through a vindov. 
D pu heel uoar the doorknob. 
14o Bob oo ata down a hill 1D bia out. Then Sal17 ooaata dOWD the eame path. Bob goo• 
mu<m farther beoauee a 
A bo kDowa how to steer better. 
B boys aan ooaat better thaD gtrlao 
0 he weighs muoh moro. 
D he veigha lll.loh loaa. 
15o A. laaclocl truak starts rolU.ag dowhlll with DO oM in it. It it had been empty 
insrteacl ot loaded a 
A it would haye had aore momentum. 
B i t "'ffUld have bad leaa =--ntua. 
o you QGQldn8 t aay tor ~re about ~~ IIDMD't•·· 
D the J~C~~Utull would be~ .... 1n :-:~~h ea"a~ 
l6o A mara is lettizag grain bqa dcnm a o_.to, ~~ they atop halt ¥1.7 dcnm. It voul4 
~~1~~· . . 
A made tho ualo ot the ohute stoopor by l'tl1•1Dg the blgh encl. 
B took the grain out of tho bags. 
0 uaod lighter bags. 
D let the high end ot the ohuto d~~ 
17 o Whiah ono ot tho tolloring boat deao~b•• a pet 
A A subatJlnoe vhi oh will tlll ·a!J7 acmtaiHr lD wbioh it is plaae4. 
B A subataDae having a tixed shape. 
o A aubatanoe. like tor, wbioh will ~ill a ooutainor to a ~·rtatn lewel. 
D A aubatanoo wioh vill tlll a spaoe but has no weight.· 
A H t f your baud broclto tho lloon o 
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PP n? 
B T'ue I"Ub r a b on otrot,Q d, rmd th pres ure of the tmo£Jph F' push in th 
ball oon. 
0 'l'h 79.118 of th balloon -oarmot holtl th 1noreaaed air p a ure o 
D Rough plaooa on your b:utda break the balloono 
-9 o Wbo.t kind ot tank would be beat t or storing gases u..1der vary high P• asu ? 
A A thin, laatie taok. 
B A tank 1th th1ok walla . 
0 A tank vi th an openiDg near tho bottCJm. 
D A. very large tank with thin walla. 
20!) A biayolo tire, B.D automobile tire, and a tra.iler-tzuak tiM eaeh aoDta.ina ir t 
~ pounds pnsaa per square inoh. Wbioh tire ooutaine the most airt 
A Th automobile tire. 
B Tho bioyole t1re. 
o Tho trailer truok tire . 
D They all oontain the nme amount . 
2lo Ubat 18 a~f 
A It ia a maoh1Me~ 
B It ia a noise. 
o It 1• vibration•• 
D It ia a ohemioa.l . 
22o You aro able to sing a 
A Booauae your vooal oorcla moYD. 
B beoauae you breathe throusb JOUI' -·th· 
0 beoau~e you use your ~onpe qd ~h. 
ll beoauae aomoone 1• p~yiug the pl~. 
. . . ~ , ' 
' 
'l'be -ter l ovel ot~-:~tober lo --~t·--=~ OD01 
;· '" ' :•1, '•!';·!' I . 0 D 
. "" l // ' : ~ .~ . 
. , 
lt'bOD the ~~era ' ot lA.ke Bd. • . M.a·~ ~···1'1-..ra li'Llla into~ ODtario, we -.y 
that the water mona tb&., t11q be~_,e a 
:,;. ·. :': . . .. 
A it 1• tJ"11DC to r.O!l~· ita ~ 1 .... 1. 
B i t muat geaers:te •1~iio1ty~ · ' 
0 acDe JIUIIP• are ~p~'•it oYo.r. · 
D it prori.dea b..uti:t\11 ~rrc. 
25. A Alae ia uaecl ~r • 
A preveatiDg oftrhee.t1ng · 1D the o1rcN1t. 
B relaying Our Dt in the o1rou1to 
o ohangiDg the direotioD ot current i n the oirouit.. 
D pl"'duoing ourrent 1D the. a 1roui t o 
0 
~urood o a 
light 1 not p:soduoed until tho oo11 1 v 1-:J hoto 
B 11 :1~ and he t H not1f.\ cl e.t th time. 
C ha t is not produoocl until the ooil tarts to glovo 
D th aoil b amoo bot immedi toly • 
. ': ~ a. M1" be.tt<.try does not i'1"'CI zo in the Wint l'tim. it is b oaua a 
A th load plates proteot it • 
.B pu&'O ter is uaed in it. 
c it GODtains sulturio aoid solution. 
D it is po.rt of th oloatrioal ay.tem. 
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28o Olut:id.aa.lo a.rra mixed vith tho aancl put on loy atreota in tho wintertime tos 
make th 1oe on the atreot molt. 
B ke p th aanci trcm stiold.Dg tocetber. 
o p ~)lQ SBDd hom bomg ooatect with ioo. 
D p the S&Dcl from being grOUDCl lato the ioo. 
29o If' a pouDcl voight il plaaecl on one oftCl ot a piooo o~ boayY paper on a tabl & 
ucl th~ other ed ot tho paper is pulloci slowly, the pound ¥e1ght.a 
A. etayo on thct pieoe ot paper. 
B t ra the pieoe of paper. 
0 cioos ~t move with the plea of paper. 
D ya in the same plaoo. 
. '~ ~o The pe.ssengare in a 'train tbit.t ia apMdlDg aJ'OUDd a 'i!lharp O\U"''I are throwzu 
A torwarcl. 
B b okward. 
o to rd ~he inside ot tho aurve. 
D toward the outside of the our.e. 
'lo An ocean liDOr cwmot atop suddenq 0'1011 vheD moviJJg slowly bfoauaea 
A tho •tor auriea it forward. 
B 1 te motor• are aot povortul ~· 
0 1 t haa a l arge wight. 
D it baa a great loJJgth. 
,2. A ba eb&ll pitohel"«a "v...Dcl-up• bolpa bia to throw the ball& 
A vi th greater apoed • 
B with better aoouraoy. 
0 without looking at the batter. 
D lfith more i¥2 a oune in it • 
• ,o 'Dio clown, the fat lllllllt ~ ~- miqet '\lllp iDto a deep aov baDk. 
The olcnm goo• in the deepest. 
· B 'ih t'a. t 111&11 goes 1D the doopoat. 
0 '!'he mtdget goes in the cleepost. 
J) They all go in the ame deptho 
;4o 1.t 
.1 
B 
0 
D 
dul l '"' t-7 i uGod t o 1 a he "Y board 1 
..._~ ... 1"nt 11 b · ll' QG • 
• and the bo ·~ will t hot. 
tr~ vill got hot hut not th 
th bo rd. 11 g t bot hut not tho • 
orm A 1~ 
»• Y.t you ? going to a o r tor the soap boz eleroy. vhioh of th following 
~ tir \~ld you ueot 
A Sllooth, nabber tirea. 
B Tires with good grip. 
c Sott • rubbor tire a. 
D Air ooolod ttroso 
~. A rubb r ba.DCl will give the highest tone vhoD i t 111E· <,:: .::..;_. :~~ :;;- .; · .,.·.,-=· 
tight ud abort o 
B tight ud loag. 
0 loo• aDd abort. 
D looM ud lODgo 
'7. tthioh ooin 11 soUDd the lowoat pitch when dropped on the s1dewalJd 
A dime. 
B A quB.Pter . 
0 A halt ·dollar o . 
D A silver dollar. · 
,a. Ono kind ot door abimes has two pipes, one longer than t he other. The longer pipa 
mll give out a tono t hat iaa 
A So:tter. 
B 10\lclero 
0 lover. 
D higher • . 
~. It you holcl a stiok against the apokaa of a bioyble whoel when it is aloviDg d01m1 
th0 sound 1411 get a · 
A higher. 
B lover. 
4o. It a timing f ol'k ~· playiug nea~ a plano, orae ot the piaDo stringa vlll also pl ay. 
1bia triDga 
A 1a aa tight aa t he tuDillg :tork. 
B iJI as long as the tuning tork. 
0 1a aa W,ak aa t he tuniJJg tork. 
D ia Yibrating aa fast a a the tuning f ork. 
41 o A tuDlug fork will make a higher t011e thaD eother tuning tork• 
•• • •., ·'I•' • 
. . .' ··~ 
& A it it ia atruok harder . 
~ B it it baa longer prongs. 
o ia it is larger~ 
D it it i smaller. 
42. EYery tt. you hit mil with a hammer, •• J'OU drive it into a boud, it Jllll.lcea 
higher t one us•a 
A tt is g tting harder to drive 1Do 
B lo a of it i s vibrating. · 
0 tho board mnkea it so\llld higher. 
D tho ouncl is coming from th baz::lmor. 
Form A 
t 4-'o tlhit marks should be on a sunburned person 8s body wherever an article of 
alothing vas vom beoauao a 
A suntan lotion was uaed. 
B clothing protects the body tram the aun 8 e ra:ys. 
a tho person didnet atay in the ehade . 
D t he sun ua.s too hot and the person was awoating. 
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An infra-rod lamp, used to treat sore JIILlsolee, is most ot'ficient when the part 
of the body affected isa 
A compl etely exposed~ 
B covered by a ehee.t. 
0 uaecl vi th e. hea t1ng pe.cl o 
D protected by regular clothing. 
45o \'lhioh is the boat closoript1oD ot the darknou ot Dightf 
A The time betvoen au:nHt aDd SUDriso. 
B The time when the earth1s shadow ie on the aJq. 
0 The time when the sun1 s light is absent. 
D The time when the ea.rth0s a~tlQW ~Dttt:ro•pt• ~he moonlight. 
- •• ~ .. _~: :·,' •• ' •• ·,, I ; I ,'i . : 
. . . 
46o The most eftioient. type or radia~or ~s on,{tha.ta 
A is covered by an aebestos ahiol~. · · 
B is covered by a metal llbielcf. · · . 
0 is covered by a wooden shield. 
D is not covore4 at all. 
. . 
47 o Priming pictures trom nep.t1vee ·1a pos,~bJo peaause abaclowsz 
.·, .; . ' . . 
A are made by the pri.llting paper on ·the nop~1••. 
B are not made by the printiDg paper on thi •cativ~. 
0 are cast behind the dark spots on the negativ•• 
D are reflected trom the clark spots to the lamp. 
48o When an· objeot tloats in water, how cloes the upvt.l"cl torce (p.am) ot the water 
compare with tho dovn.ari toroe (weight) ot the objeotf 
A Tho forces are oqual. 
B The upward torce 1 s greater. 
0 The downward toroe is great~r·~- ·;. 
D The forces keep ohang1ug. ' \' 
49 . Some boya diaoovered a large atone ~t ~~· )lottam of a stream that they wore olearing 
out while mald.ng a awimmiug pool. WbJ ' ~., - ~t that tho7 oould litt the stone to the 
eurtaoo of the water, but oould -pot ' u.~·. i~ out of the watert 
. ~ : '. J. • ·r 
A '!he wind pushed the rock back iDto th• -.t.r, 
B The rook absorbed water ami beoame . ~~vi:~r~ 
0 The suction of the water wae too. ~t,I!Lt·~~Y , 
D The water no longer pushed upvard 'O~ · th• --ton•• 
50o How is a submarine •de to sink in water? 
1:. The aubmarine ia made lighter by pushing va.ter out of spooial tanka. 
B The aubmarine ia made heavier by l etting water run into speaial tanka. 
0 The submarine uses a magnetic ancboro 
D l-mny ighte a.r plaa d. in th aubmarineo 
e 
APPENDIX F 
TEST BOO!"' ET 
Boy :lnd glrl a Ttdo 1 to t ioh 1 bout ocm:o undoret ndinge t.n 1cm o 
You y he. lo mod come of them in "-hool 11 o.t home, or 1110 ewh r elao~ Y · y Dot 
r. yo 1 mod ~o ot th at all o You a.ro not expoGtod t o kDov 11 ot tho answer• 
j)o th st ycu Q,an ~ . 
TURN TO THE ANS\iER SHEET, and write the date, your name, date ot birth11 name 
of your aohool your age• grade, and UDderl!Do Boy or Girl. ftll in all the blank• 
and write plainly~ 
Lot n a find wt bow to do the to at • Hore ia a SA;~PLE QUESTION a 
Wbioh GaD trayel the fa.ateat.1 
A A tn.iD 
B AD automobile 
0 A .Ulboat. 
D A jet plllM 
Tho orreet anewor ia D, a jet plaH. Bow look at the ANSWER SHEET where it •7• 
SAMPLE QU&STION ucl t111d the letter of the l"ipt aa..,.r, 01role the letter .D~ 
1t ie tho right aa-..r. 
You clo the net of the teat 111 the 8UIO W}'o .Reacl the que.tloa oare:t'Ully and 
~booso the beatt or most oorreot aaaver. OILY ONi A.NS\fER IS RIGHT . Think oareAilly 
and Gbooae oaret\&117• 'l'ben look at. tho A.NS\fER SH~T and oirole the letter ot the ana r 
7011.1 moM o MAXi SURE ;you olrole the letter oppo.t to tbo right a.ber o If you ounot 
aaner a question, go on to tho next ttu•at.1gn . Yw will haft OM hour to do the teat o 
PL£ASE 00 NOT WRITE L~ Tat; TEST BOOKLET • WRI'li OILY ON 'l'HE AliSWER SH~T. 
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TEST ON SOIENOE 
l o ~~t happens whGn a porson sharpens a knife against a grinding ~heel? 
A Only the metal of th~ knife wears away. 
B Nothing happens to either the knife or the stone~» 
0 Only the atono veara a-~· 
D Both tho stone and the knite wear ava.y • 
2o Anything that is moving tbrou,dl air or over water or land can 8t keep moving e t orover o Why is this t:ruo1 . 
A Tho body ia either too hea.'¥'7 or too light. 
B It will run out ot fUel. 
0 Friction will slow it dow. 
D Friction will help it keep movtag. 
:3o How would a talling heayeuly body oat.oh tire as it talla to ee.rt.h1 
A. Tho sun would set. it on tire. 
B It would rub against the air and set hot. 
0 It would alreaciy be on tire. 
D Tho moon would set it oa ftre. 
4. Nails vouldn 1t be ot &n7 uao unloau 
A they were made ot metal. 
B they bad a 8barp point to go into the wood. 
0 they bad some friotion with the wood. 
D. a carpenter unci them., 
5o What happens when air is hKteclt 
A It ezpancla (gete bigger - t.U.e up more room) 
B It got a eaaller. !. 
0 It stay a the aame aiu. 
D It geta votter. 
6. From whioh direotion do moat ot wr ato:raa o0110'l 
A East, 
B woat 
0 North. 
D SoUth. 
7 o Why is it colder in wiuter thaD i~ .-ert 
A Beoauae it. ia winclier. 
B Booauae the .wn geta, aQoler. 
0 Beoauae the aw1 8bilioa tor e. ~oh aborter time eaoh day • 
D Booauao it snows~ 
8o It you slept on a beaoh oDO nisht.• vbioh -.,-would the wiDci u~U7 blovt 
A Toward the lllD~~ 
B Toward the water~ 
0 No vind would blow~ 
D You oould not tell whioh wa,-. 
.. .. 
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9o i:!'il !'@ i s a ir the heaviest 1 
A On the mountain & 
B On the side of a hill~ 
0 Inaide a aava. 
D In a YS.lley o 
Form B n 
lOo When a clra.ft aomos into your house, whore is the tirst ple.ce you would feel 1 t 1 
A Noar tho f'loor. 0 OVer tho doorQ 
B near tho oci ling. D In tho oornera of the room. 
ll. I~ hot weather, it ia hotter to elrosa ina 
A white olothelp 
B black clothe•~ 
0 brightly oolorod olothea. 
D brown olothea. 
l2b Bill and Diok veigh tho aamoo T.be,y go dbvn two slippery al~dea vh1oh are tho aamoo 
Diok gets a push• · but Bill doean•t. Jllo~ will have aore ao110ntwa because & 
A no two boys weigh o:a.otlJ alike • 
B tho vincl does not hold him baok. 
0 he knows how to lean. 
D hi a apood ia greater. 
l'o VbiGh of theao rolling down a ooal ohute would hayo more JIOIIlOntwa'l 
A A pool b~ll ~ 
B A tennis ball~ 
0 A ping-pong ball, 
D A golf ball,. 
14o A man wa.a driving tenoe poata into the grOUDd. He uaed a mallet, but they woulcl 
not go in well,. Wbioh one ot theM would belpf 
A Ho ahould ~ng the •llet. taaterw 
B He ahould get a heavier •Uet. 
0 He llhould get a nov ha.n4le tor the •llet • 
.D He ahould quit and tey the next dq. 
l5o J aok and MUte aro teying to knook marble• out ot a oiro1e by flipping one marble 
a.gainat anothor. Mike would. do better it be a 
A tlippod a beaYier marble. 
B quit ~le ho ooulcl. · 
0 obange4 to a lighter .arble. 
D made the oirole larger. 
16. ono oar going th1rt7 llilee au hour hit1 a wall but doe• not go through. Another 
oar going twenty llilea &D hour hitl t~ .... wan. lalook• it clqvn, and goo• 
through. 'D1e clriver of th• .. oo114l oar'' l!llat ; ~··. 
A had a harder bumper. , .. 
B not seen the vall~ 
0 had a heavier oar~ 
D had a .tronger oar~ 
.. ' 
17 0 Why ' dooa p.a in .. aloacl oontailier mk a pr~eail"of 
A Many moleoulea bang apinat the •lla of the container. 
B The walla of the container are veako 
0 '!'he moleoulea beocae hea-.y. 
D The pressure on the outside ot the oontainer ia leas than the pressure on the 
1ns1deo 
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l 8 o 1~. t ·t'lk oonts.ining gas at a proos ux of 100 pounds per square inah has a valve 
oloehlg i t to the outsi de o.iro \'lha.t will happen 1f thi e valve is opened? 
A Tho gas tdll flow o~it of thi'! tank ~ 
B Tho gas will stay in the t ank. 
a Air will flaY into t he t ank until the pressure on t he inside equal s the 
pr sauro on tho out side o 
D The te.nk will explode o 
t:Jlv do tires on an automobile aometimea have a blowout t 
A it. weak apot in tho tube oannot hold back t ho air molecules that are hitting ito 
B Tho air moleaulea are not a s stro~~g, ma.Jd.ng tho tire soft! 
a The tiro baa lost a great dea l ot a i r . 
D Not enough air was pumped into the t ubo . 
20c The Weather Buroau has a ga ... tillecl balloon vhioh ie usocl t o carey recording 
instl'WIUtnts into the upper air. Thia balloon eventually breaks o Why'l 
A The greater proseuro on tho outside ot the balloon cauees t he balloon to get 
su.llor and break. 
B The oxtrGme lov temperature at high alt1tuclea breaks the balloono 
0 The lower preseure on the outa1do of the balloon cause the ba l loon to expand 
and break. 
D lao oryats.ls form on the balloon and crush it. 
2lo lt"hon will you hoar a tuning torkf 
22o 
A If you hold the pronga. 
B If' the pr ongs are mOYiJIS• 
0 If you put 1 t on the table o 
D If yc;,u put i t in va.ter. I 
You oan bear a train vbi.tle a I 
A when the train ia mov1DC• 
B when the engineer pulls tho corcl. 
0 'lfhen the vibrations travel throuch the air to yo~'! 
Do whon thoro is DO wincl .. 
A ~~k truck baa throe tanka oonneotecl bJ pipea at the bottom. When the tirat tank 
1a,ptyc 
A n\lmber 2 tank will still be fUll. 
B number ' tank will be half fUll. 
o number 2 and ' tamca will be ompty. 
D number 2 tank will be halt tull. 
24. To make t)linga level-. a oa.rpontor uaoa an inatru110nt that ~· a ourvecl piece ot 
glaa111 t~:bing with aolorecl • ter and an air bubble inside~ ije Jm,pva that things are 
lovell 
A when the bubble ia to tho right center, 
B whon t}lo bt.lbblo ia in the middle. 
0 when the bubble i a to the left center. 
D when t ho bubble i s out of sight. 
A current ot electr icity flowing thro~~ a viroa 
" A ha111 no ef'f'e~t on tho wire. 0 oausee the wire to get aho:rter. 
B produces hea~. D aaueea the wire to move . 
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26o In ordoi" to .' - . .: · .. prote:~t our homoe trom fire~ the v11o~oa in t h *"ll. houl a be a 
A 11 ineule.tod., 0 high reciatanoe wi~os ., 
B lot1 r~oistanoo wiros o ll vory thin~ - wires f or aonductiono 
21 o The Globo :Pap~r Oompany usoa two lakea in their businoeeo In ono they keep t he 
loga to be made into paper o In tbe other th~y throw their waste ohauicals 0 In 
tho vintor a 
- A noitru.r of the lakes will troezo. D tho lake with tho loge will troozo last .. 
0 
D 
t ho lake with tho ohemioala will troozo laato 
both lakes vill freeze at the same ttmo., 
28e T'ne r eason why oea va.tor doe• not troeao at the same timo ae river or lake water 
ie booause it& 
A rofle~ta the cold air bettor. 
B is warmed by tho fogs that oovor ito 
0 i a deeper than rivera or lakes. 
D oontai~s more dissolved materials. 
29 o \"lhon a "t.ra.in starts suddenly' 
A th~ passengers roach their destinations earlier~ 
B tho passengers do not ~tioe that they have started to moveo 
0 tho ·passengers a.re thi'Ovn ~on&rdo 
D tho pass engers are thrown ba~kward. 
: ~ ; _ : ,;. . 
A ,000 pound truok ia moviD& at the ~te iot . 25 miles per bolirl a 1000 pound 
automobile is moving at the rate o~ R!) ' ~!e• per houro 
.' ·· 
f. A Tho truck will be harder to atop. · ; .. 
B Tho automobile will be harder to ~Pt. 
0 It all doponcla on the clriyoreo . ··' · \ ·. 
D Thoro ia DO dUferenoe ill tqii~ to .top either oDo. 
'lo If a pieoo of .heaYJ ·paper ia p\lilocl quiokly frCil beDeath a glass balf•1'illo4 
with vatera .. ·~ . . . , . 
A tho $lase remailla ataDdiD& &114·'110 ,..~,.,· 1• ap~lled• 
B tho glass tips over1 ap1llizt~ the water.• ; · ;--
0 tho glase will break, 8pillizt~ the water. · 
D the lJ&per toara, leaving a pieoe UDder tho gl,.~~~ 
'2o It ie harder to atop a traill goillg 50 miles per hour t~ 1~ 1' 'o stop u 
autCJmobile. moving at the 8IUDe epoecl beoauaea .' :, .. · .: .; 
A tho train 1e travelling on r,._ils. ):·,J• ·\ f, . .-
B t he automobile has four wheel. , 1;1~·· : · 
0 the train has a greater wight tb&rj ' ~o ~~9Dobl,lo, 
. D tho automobile has rubber tires. · · _: - · · · ', · · · · 
•.· .• / ~ ;•:: ·- ':·; . i. . / ; •• • ~ .. "..: .. ! ·. . . 
; ,o Tbroo boy s are ooaatmg oli . .; hil~~~:_ . ,~~ '8o~,  ·go on one aleCJ., one ~oy: on another 
aled o Both sleds .tart f'r(D tho same plaoe on the hill. When the elode stops 
A both sleds will have coasted tho same distance. 
B the sled vi t h one boy on it has coasted tart her than tho elod vi th two boys 0 
0 the slod vi t h t wo boys on it ha.s ooa.ated farther than the sled with one boy 0 
D You oan 11 t answer this . question unloss you know how stoop the hill iso 
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;4o Ov~r abich of the fol lowing floors would i t be easier to push a heavy box? 
A A r.m floor. 0 A vaxod floor . 
B A oodon t l oorq D It would be just aa hard on any f'loor o 
-'5o ·~ doos t.ha rear t iro on your bioyolo get hot if you slam t on the bra.ko when you 
a~e goi ng quito fast 1 
A Tho air in t he tire gete hot ud bn:t.e the tire • 
.B Tho heat from the road IIIBkee the tiro hot. 
0 ~e t ire sliding oyer the road OSUMI it to get hot 0 
D Tho ~~as make the tire hot. 
~6o A violin string will give the higlwst tone when it iaJ 
A thin, t ight and longo 
B thin~ tight and abort. 
0 . . . .. . . ... ,.,... &\ool k t 4 ..... t d -"'-rt .:: , ,)., : .. . ·: .. : ~  , ~ an ~ • 
D tbiok, looM ud lorJg. 
;1 o Tho hum of snow tire• ia hieber vbea the oar a 
A slows down 
B speed up 
0 turDa a ooraer. 
D h&a ita brakes on. 
,So Ohuroh bolla give out a high toDO' a 
A if they are thiok .. 
B if they are aall. 
0 it they are atruok taster. 
D it they are hiper in the ohuroh. 
' 9o An a irplane makes a noiao tlat aOUDda hiper • 
A when the engino apoecla up. 
B when the plaiJe tUea level. 
0 when the plane landa. 
D vhon the plane 1a near a build.iDC• 
4oo A cirummer ma.kea the kettle drum pTe out a. ~er tonea 
..... : . ' 
A by atrild.ng it with bigpr clruaatio~. ·· .' 
B by striking it barcler with th• cll'UIIlatioka. 
o by p~aoing heaY)' weigbta on the dna~ · .· 
D by tightening the skiD (clrwlbead)o . 
41 0 In a band, the obiua tbat plq ~he hi~at toae a.re the onea that area 
A tighteato 
B longest!! 
0 thiokeat • 
D .-neat. 
A pipe organ giv•• out a higber toJMt bJ' blowirc a 
A into a aborter pipe~ 
B into a longer pipoo 
0 :aore air 1Dto the aame pipe o 
D harder iDto a longer pipoo 
0 • ' 
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4;o A~ a big fir0 11 fil'"®ten put up a ourtain of water bet ween ths fire and nearby 
buildi~gs b~yauses 
ffo 
Pu Tho ourte.in tiltera out the light from the f'l amefo 
B Tho ourtain absorbs moat of the haat tram t he t l f111e& o 
o Th curtain puts the f ire out • · 
D 'I'h~ attrte.in koeps the crowds ba.ok. 
A woldot has to woar a helmet with a dark giAaa window be~eo a 
A 
B 
0 
D 
tho law aaye he must wear one. 
he baa to protect his faoe from f'lying aparka 11 
he hae to proteot his oars trom tbe noiao. 
he has to pr otect ·hi a eyes and fa.oe trOll intenae light. 
45o I:f' a person i e we.lking with his back to the am1 his sbadova 
A 13 on his right aide. 
B ia on hie loft aido, 
0 i~ directly in front ot him. 
D is directly behind htm. 
46o. l4a.ny atorea and banks have cloors that opeD autoaatioally whenever a person 
walka between a light and an electric eye. Tho doora open beoauaea 
A strong light rays tall on the elootrio eyoo ... 
B tho persona clothes reflect the light 1'V.7 back to the1:r · ~. ~· "!!f';.:M .• ~ ..~j.*;. IIO\U'Ce o 
0 tho person~ a body koeps the light J'&111 from reaching ti:.~ 'electric eye o 
D tho electric eye eenda out a beam whioh bounces ott the person• a boclJ. 
47 o A t elevision station ordinarily aannot be aeen or hearcl ovor 90 mi~oa &WfQ' 
booa.uaea · 
A t he station. is not powerfUl enough. 
B the antozma aannot be aimocl at the atation. 
0 · tho curve of the earth at this di.tanoe ttlooka television waves traa tho 
antenna. 
D moonlight interferes with televisio!J waYos ancl ab•orbe all of themo 
48o An objeot weighs more than tho water it oan clisplaoe (push aside). What wil l 
b&ppon to this objeot if it 1• plaoe4 1n water? 
A It will float !t. 
B It Will ainko 
0 It will float tor a ~ •oo~cl• azul then sink~ 
D Jt will siDk ud then riM alo,r~ to ·t!le "'rta~ ot tho water. 
·. ' . ·,, 
49. It a ton ot goode is plaoocl on a 10 toa fJbip, how 111.10h water will be pullhed aaido 
b7 tho BOttling (sinld.re) of the abip 4ut to tbe oxtra woightt 
· ·' . . . .. 
A One ton ot water. 0 Kleven tons of water. 
B Nine tons of water. · l) . l'{o more water. 
50. Which sentence , explains why s~ ·objeo'' ' tlaf.t while othera siut 
' 
A Arly objeat plaoecl in wat•r will be puimed up b7 a force equal to the weight ot the 
water the objoot displaces. 
B Any objeot plaoed in water ¥1,1~ be Jt!oa•hecl \lp b7 a :f'oroo equal to tho weight o:f' 
, '• I ' / •,,, 
the obj ect. , . . ·' .r . 
0 All hollow objects tloat and all solid 9bjeota sink. 
D Any material made of light metal or _glasa will float. 
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